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ABSTRACT

Customer Loyalty is increasingly seen to be crucial to the success of business
organizations, with the growing realization that attracting new customers is far more
expensive than retaining existing ones. It has been suggested that a way of increasing
customer retention is through secure relationships between buyers (business
customers) and sellers (salespersons or service providers).
The research has been conducted for the purpose of 1) To measure the level of
Salespersons' Behavior Service Quality and Customer Loyalty toward STH company.
2) To find out how customer loyalty is influenced by the relationship with two distinct
alternatives: (a) Salesperson's Behavior and Customer Loyalty and (b) Service
Quality and Customer Loyalty.

3) To detennine which one of the Dependent

Variables has the most relationship to customer loyalty.
The descriptive research has been conducted for this thesis with a survey technique by
distributing 210 questionnaires to those business customers of STH Company.
Because there is sampling frame, this research used NON-Probability Sampling
design. The sampling unit represents those business customers that completed all 210
questionnaires. For data analysis, data were anal yzed through SPSS Program. For
Objective I, using Frequency and Average Weight Mean and Objective 2,3 and 5,
using Pearson's Correlation, and Objective 4, using MANOV A for testing
relationship between variables.

The overall result showed most respondents agreed that Salespersons' Behavior had
perfonned well and Service Quality had perfo1med only quite well. Then, Customer
Loyalty is just "Neutral" level or degree of loyalty is "Moderate" that identified by
respondents. According to the findings , it highlighted the importance of strong or
weak relationship on these alternatives. Implications are drawn from these results,
and future research directions are discussed.
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CHAPTER l

INTRODUCTION

Undoubtedly, one of the most important aspects of doing business, both
selling goods and services, as we enter the 21st century, is maintaining a loyal base of
customers. Satisfying customers isn't enough. Even if customers are satisfied, they
might leave for a better offer. Instead, the need is to focus on customer loyalty.

In the world of loyalty measurement, our ultimate interest is in repurchase
behavior, so the question may be raised: "Why study attitudinal loyalty; why not just
study behavioral loyalty?" The main reason is that attitudinal loyalty (feeling of
preferences, commitment or purchase intentions) precedes behavioral loyalty (define
customer loyalty in tenns of the actual purchases) in time, and therefore can be used
as an ''early warning system" so that con-ective action can be taken (Mellens, 1996).
For a case in USA, in 1995, Converse Shoe Company purchased another
company; the Apex One sports Apparel Company. At the time, Apex One was highly
regarded in the industry. And yet, Converse had to close the doors of Apex One only
three months after the purchase, because some retailers ceased buying goods from

Apex shortly after the purchase by Converse.

They left Apex One because of

dissatisfaction with the late shipments of merchandise that had been building for some
time (Morris, 2002).

\

For a case tn Thailand, year 2002, Boon Rawd Brewery Company who
produced the most famous of traditional Thai beer under the name of SlNGHA Beer,
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real izcd that they had lost some market shares especially in the key area markets of
Bangkok and Chiang-Mai as the Brand or beer in the minds of consumers is not
SING HA Beer only anymore.

lt's due to the entry of global brands and low-end

products such as Heineken, Kloster, Carlsberg, CHANG and THAI Beer. Then, the
ways to regain some of market share were Brand strategy by introducing new
products and Re-positioning strategy. lt was sensed that SINGHA Beer possessed a
great deal of customer loyalty and these strategies would be helped to develop
SfNGHA Beer to be even more heart-based, differentiate its brands from those of

competitors, and move further into the international Thai space and export market
later (Paul, 2000).
The importance of creating and maintaining customer loyalty is not new.
Most corporate leaders recognized U1at "it costs more to find a new customer than to
keep and grow an existing one." It refers to the Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) that represents one of the more recent developments in the field of
international management theory. Like so many other innovations' - CRM has its
origin in the USA and has gradually spread over the past years to Europe and the
remaining parts of the Industrial world, in order thus to generate value for customer
and organization alike.
The researcher agreed with the words of Disney ( 1999), "as organizations
become increasingly customer focused and driven by customer demands, the need to
meet the customers' expectations and retain their loyalty becomes more critical".
To a business organization, loyal customers are competitive asset (Dekimpe
el

a l., l 977). Customer loyalty is also a key detenninant in predicting )narket share

(Baldinger and Rubinson, 1996) and profit levels (Reichheld, l 99?).

Thus

3

·'understanding how and why a sense of loyalty develops in customers remains one of
the crucial management issues of the day" (Pritchard et al., 1999).
One aspect of relationship marketing cunently receiving increased attention
1s

the concept of relationship selling (Yoho, 1998).

While relationship marketing

o tlen refers to broader organization efforts to maintain customer loyalty and stimulate
repeat purchase over time, relationship selling focuses on the relationship building by
behaviors of salesperson.

Specifically, in relationship selling, the salesperson no

longer views selling as "a series of struggles that they must win", but focuses on
"building an aura of trust and wannth that should ensure a permanent bond between
buyer and seller" (Jolson, 1997).
Importantly, the relationship selling concept does not apply solely to major
account management but can be generalized to most personal selling situations such
as channels, industrial, retail, services and so on.

-

Moreover, while goods are produced, sold and then consumed, but services
are sold, then produced and consumed simultaneously. Thus, the f:myer of service
usually participates in producing the service thereby the performance and quality of
service is affected to buyer or customer. As today, the researcher believes that it has
become a truism that service quality has quantifiable impact on customer satisfaction,
customer loyalty, customer retention, market share and profitability in the business or
commercial world.
However,

ll1

the non-commercial world, service quality also plays an

important role. The Library 2000 report identified improving the quality of services
as one of the six strategic thrusts for public libraries in the next ten yem1; (Singapore
Library 2000 review committee, l 994).
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Therefore, the

m<~or

concern of the customer is not only quality of products

but also quality of service of service providers. As it commonly starts at customer
service that usually communicate, response, negotiate, take care and provide service
to customers, they also create a good atmosphere and relationship with them.

It is very important for STH to study service quality and customer loyalty

because of the belief that each customer has to be treated at a personalized level of
importance, friendliness, sincere, trust, warmth, reliable, and so on.

It has be

observed that such treatment or regard on the customer affect their feeling of
satisfaction and attitude of loyal towards their repurchase intentions and behavioral
loyalty to the products and services of STH company.

1.1 Background of the Studv

STH Company Limited is an affiliated company with ATH Company Limited,
which 99% of shares ATH Company has held.

STH is a recognized Infonnation

Technology (IT) Company in the IT industry of Thailand. In the past two years, STH
was a major division of A TH and named Components Division, till July 2000, with an
invested capital of 25 Million Baht. STH has been separated from A TH to bui ld up a
new IT company selling IT products through Distribution Channels classified as
Personal Computer System Integrator (PCSI), Dealer, Mall and Superstore. These are
our channels to distribute product to end-users by focusing business on components of
computers such as Monitor, Scanner, Main Board, CD-Rom Drive, DVD-Rom Drive,

Hard Disk Drive, Floppy Disk Drive, Case, Memory, etc. and Notebook Computer
only. The market segmentation of Distribution Channel has been divided by regions;
there are Bangkok, Central, North, South, and Northeast.

5

In STH organization, there are five departments which is composed o r Sales
& Busi ness Management Department, Logistics (Sales Support) Department, Fi nance

and Accounting Department, Marketing Depal1ment, and Distribution & Warehouse

Department; with a total number of employees who worked in this organization are 36
persons as shown in the Figure 1.1.

(;enerallVIanager
Engineer (2)
(FAE)

Sales & BM
Dept

Marketing
Dept.

Logistics
Dept.

Fin & AIC
Dept.

Warehouse
&
Distribution

Business
Manager (4)

Marketing
Exe. (l)

Logistic ( 1)
Supervisor

Fin & A/C
Mgr. (1)

Store (1)
Supervisor

Sa les Exe.

Log. Staff

BKK (9)

BK.K (3)

Fin & AJC
Staff (3)

Warehouse
Staff (2)

Sales Exe.(5)
Up-Country

Log. Staff
UPC (3)

Figure 1.1 STH Organization Chait
Source: STH Company Profile Year 2003

STH has a big Sales & Business Management Department that

~o nsists

of 4

Business Managers and 14 salespersons from the total number of employees.

[t

means that at 50 <y.> of STH's staff work for this department which some of
Salespersons have been worked for thi s company at least one year but not over three
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years. This is because of the turnover of salesperson is approximately l-2 persons per
year.
Salespersons have their job functions and duties to take care of customers in
terms of selling and providing after sales service. They have to go out and visit
customer at least 2 times per week and giving a call in everyday to keep in touch with
customers.
STH has divided the group of business customers into two types, as Inactive

and Active Customer.

The Active Customer is the customer who usually buys

products from STH many times each month. In contrast, the Inactive Customer will
buy products from STH by chance with an average less than 2 times per month, for
example; when the other suppliers are unable to supply their demand or meet their
needs such as price, specification or models they will buy products from STH.
At present, STH is confronted with a big problem that is approximately 60%
of the total number of registered customers in the list (460 customers) are Active
Customers . The rest are Inactive Customers. Generally, STH sold their products at
competitive prices or similar to the competitors. The selling price is also lower than
competitors, if possible. STH knew that the quality of many products is not much
different from the competitor because the products come from the same sources; as
well as some products have the same Brand Name. Thus, STH has no doubt about the
price, product and even the quality of product. But STH can get only a few market
shares in the components market.

Then STH assumed that the cause will be the

salespersons' behavior that communicate and have relationships with business
customers, that affect customer loyalty and they cannot make customer'S feel happy
and satisfied with his manner & service provided during presales, while selling and
post-sales.

As shown in historical data, Sales Revenue is decreasing every month
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when comparing Year 200 l with Year 2002. Because some business customers are
not particularly the same companies each month and they will not buy products from
STH every month like before, but they are buying from the competitors. It means that
those business customers are Inactive Customers.

STH has recruited many

salespersons; it's double the sales staff when compared with the last year when STH
has only 7 Salespersons. But the Sales Revenue is moving in the opposite way. It's
dropped and could not reach the Sales Target each month as described below.
There are many external factors that not concerned in this study or even
related or affected to the internal performance of an organization such as currency
depreciation, economic situation, marketing activities and new product launched.
Table 1.1 shows the Sales Target and Sales Revenue for Year (2002) and the
previous year (200 l ), figured out the perfomrnnce of STH is falling and is in low
circumstance.

rTable 1.1 The comparison Table for Sales Target and Sales Revenue Y ear 2001-2002
·S~il~~t~.~~!#ii~:~~:~:~%~~;1~~1t~~~~~~?R~:~~:~~ft~~~~i3i~~~fJ&~r~ffl!l:~~l,Bi!~l~~i~ii}~~f~$~\\~~
~~~~-~~ki~1ll•
MH!it>O'{Bllht)' Ja11
Feb
Mar
Apr May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
YTD
2002 Actual
:!002 Twxe1
2002 /lit Rare

2001 Actual
]()()I Targer
2001 /li1 Rafe

34.75 30.41
30.00
139% 101%
32.55 24.69
23.50 27 50
139% 90%
25 00

28.71
38.00
76%
29.39
29.00
/(}/%

26.47
37.00
72%
30.17
32.00
94%

29.55
45.00
66%
39.09
36.00
109%

22.65
40.00
57%
41.84
39.00
107%

29.35
38.00
77%
37.59
40.00
94%

26.92 33.77 36.57
36 00 60.00 55. 00
75% 56% 66%
44.34 38.94 51.ZJ
53.50 7000 55.00
83% 56% 93%

31.27
40.00
78%
26.85
36.00
75%

24.12
30.00
80%
24.79
18. 50
134%

353.54
474.00
75%
421.46
460.00
92•>;.,

Source: STH Sales Revenue Report Year 2002

And when looking into the market of Components Product in the IT industry
of Thailand, in the list, STH just gained only a few percentages market share that
\

made the ranking around no.# 6-8 from the top ten IT companies. Most competitors
arc gaining a higher market shares percentage than· STH such as SIS, DCC, SYN,
VAL, ING, and ALC. Even though STH has a good back up by ATH's name it
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cannot help STH to gain more market shares. It totally depends on the perfonnance
of staff and organization that would affect loyalty on both attitude and behavior.
With high competition in the market, the salespersons should try to make use
of their good behavior to recall the Inactive Customers and also maintain the ctment
Active Customers while trying to acquire new customers as well.
In terms of providing service as an after sales service, STH didn't have its
own Services Department. STH just employed two Engineering officers to take care
of customers that act as consultants for setting or using application software and also
answering technical problems to all end-users. STH tries to serve more services to
customers by hiring ATH Care - it's one division of ATH Company Limited that is
providing service to all products of A TH Brands - as a Service Center to provide the
service to all STH customers in case of repair and maintenance and all component
products. Thus, the quality of services that perfom1ed by ATH Care was reflected on
STH's reputation, brand, image, and prospective sales that also affected the customer
satisfaction and Customer loyalty of STH organization as well.
There are so many complaints regarding the service of repair and maintenance
products that is provided by ATH Care which revert back to salespersons,
organization's staffs and other customers by phone or via e-mail informing that
service quality of STH is not good, examples as below: a)

Customer service staffs are not nice and polite to them.

b)

Late or No response and feedback from customer service staffs.

c)

Customer service staffs didn't give prompt service to customers.

cl)

Customer service staffs treat customers not equally.

e)

Customers have to wait for a long time for repairing and returning back to
customers.

\
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All of these complaints generate negative effects to the customer loyalty.
Some customers switch to buy products from competitors, not recommended to other
persons and also maybe not come back or repurchase again. It did not only decrease
loyalty level but it also reflects STH's reputation and revenue that has dropped

si multaneous!y.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

STH can sell the products

at competitive prices or similar to the competitors.

It also knows that the quality of many products is not much different because the
products are of the same Brand Name that come from the same sources. Thus, STH
has no doubt about the price, product and quality of products. But STH can only get
a few percentages of market shares.

But STH is curious to know whether the

performance of salespersons and service providers (ATH Care) are the problems that
reflect the attitude and behavior loyalty of business customers toward STH as it may
let them leave STH to buy products from competitors or not.
Since it is now widely recognized that it is much less costly and much more
profitable to keep existing customers than to win new ones, customer loyalty has
become a major goal for STH organization to aim for a long-term relationship . Thus,

the

111 ain

purpose of this research is to study the relationship between Salespersons'

Behavior and Customer Loyalty. And also studying the relationship between Service
Quality and Customer Loyalty as to which one of it would be the most related to
customer loyalty. This study focuses on the internal function of the corhpany's staff
and this affects the response of customers in tenns of loyalty to company's products

and services.
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1.J Research Objectives

To pursue researcher's particular interest in studying Salespersons' Behavior
and Service Quality that relates to the Customer Loyalty, the research was conducted
with the following objectives: 1. To identify the attitude' and perception of respondents on Salespersons'

Behavior, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty.
2. To determine the coITelational relationship between Salespersons' Behavior

and Customer Loyalty.
3. To determine the correlational relationship between Service Quality and
Customer Loyalty.
4. To examine the relationship of respondents between Type of Business
Customers toward Salespersons' Behavior, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty.
5. To study and find out which one of Salespersons' Behavior Style and Service
Quality Dimension has the most significant relationship to Customer Loyalty.
6. To give recommendations to Management Level for developing and
modifying undesirable behavior of the Sales-Team, and to provide useful infom1ation
and guidance to A TH Care for improving the service quality.

1.4 Research Questions

The following questions are formulated

111

order to achieve 'the research

objectives of the study.
1.4. l. What is the type of Business Customer in te1ms of?
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a) Active

b)

Inactive

1.4.2. What is Salesperson's Behavior Profile?
1.4.3. What is Customer Loyalty?
1.4.4. What is the correlational relationship between Salespersons' Behavior

style in terms of
a)

Directive Style

c) Supportive Style

b) Emotive Style

d) Reflective Style

and Customer Loyalty in terms of. ..
a) Attitude

b) Behavior

1.4.5. What is Service Quality Determinant?
1.4.6. What is the cotTelational relationship between Service Quality

Detern1inant in tenns of
a) Reliability

b) Responsiveness

c) Empathy

d) Assurance

and Customer Loyalty in terms of...
a) Attitude

b) Behavior

1.4. 7. What is the relationship between Type of Business Customers toward
Salespersons' Behavior, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty?
1.4.8. Which one of Salesperson's Behavior Style has the most significant
relationship to Customer Loyalty?
1.4.9. Which one of Service Quality Dimension has the most significant

relationship to Customer Loyalty?
I .4. I 0 What is the recommendation would be appropriate to improve sales
persons' behavior, perfornrnnce and service quality?
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I .5 1-Ivpotheses

Drawn from the research questions as fonnulated above, the following
hypothesis are formulated to establish the relationship between the identified
independent variables of Salespersons' Behavior and Service Quality to the dependent
variable on Customer Loyalty. This study sought to test the hypothesis as fo11ows:
Hal : There are significant correlational relationships between Salespersons'
Behavior in te1111s of Directive, Emotive, Supportive, Reflective Style and Customer
Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.
Ha2 : There are significant correlational relationships between Service Quality

in terms of Reliability, Responsiveness, Empathy, Assurance and Customer Loyalty in
tem1s of Attitude and Behavior.
Ha3 : There are significant relationships between Type of Business toward
Salespersons' Behavior, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty.
Ha4 : There is any Salespersons' Behavior Style that has the 'most significant
relationship to Customer Loyalty.
Ha5 : There is any Service Quality Dimension that has the most significant
relationship to Customer Loyalty.

1.6 Significance of the Studv

The benefit and usefulness of this research for the STH Company Limited are
listed as follows: -

\

l .6. I. In terms of the interests of the Company, the study would generate
benefits by understanding the reasons why consumers remain loyal to a certain
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supplier or organization. And, what services and features drive loyalty among their
customers as we 11 as how to create loyalty, or how to ensure success in a business
where only the fittest survive.
l .6.2. In term of Management Level, the study would generate benefit given
the knowledge of behavior styles that are useful in the way of treating customers,

creating interpersonal relationships and communication. And, it also may assist the
Owner and Management Team to understand customer needs and feelings, attitudes,
behaviors and expectations that can help to develop the quality of service and salesteam to enhance the number of active customers while Sales Revenue can also
increase.
1.6.3. For salespersons and employees, the study would generate benefit that
able to understand their behavior, customer's needs and expectations that could help
them to develop and improve their behavior and service quality to make customers
have more satisfaction and be loyal to STH.

1. 7 Scope and Delimitation of the Studv

This research focused on the relationship between Salespersons' Behavior,
Service Quality and Customer Loyalty to STH Company Limited. There would be
respondents involved in the study.
And, the limitations of the research are: a) STH Company Limited is a privately owned business by foreigners; as a
Taiwanese Company, it may result that some information cannot be discrosed ·since it
may affect their company's reputation, strategy, selling and policy.
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b) Another limitation of the study is the difficulty to find out the actual status of

both Active and Inactive customer.
c)

In view of the interest of the Company, the study is cognizant of external

factors that ~1ffect sales and profitability but in this study the focus is more on the

intern al function of its staff as pmt of the internal perfomrnnce of an organization."
d) The assumption that "Satisfying Customers is not enough to win customer

loyalty."
e) The respondents who are business customers may not attempt to response or
even answer the questions because they don't want to spend a lot of time doing.
f)

The respondents who are Inactive customers may not attempt to response or

even answer the questions because of the few times contacting or having good
relationships.
g) During the process of responding to the questionnaire, the respondents may
not pay attention to answer the questions.
h) Because of long distance of each regio'n that is far from Bangkok, it 1s an
obstacle to get feedback on time or maybe little. response from customers.

l.8 Definition of Terms

For uniformity and clarity of understanding of this thesis, basic definitions of
terms in this thesis are defined as below: -

So/eseersons' Behavior Profile - It's each person's natural and modified
behavioral characteristics as perceived by the respondents that show h(')w these are
used to maximize sales productivity and customer satisfaction. In this study these are
idenli fied in terms of styles.
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Directive Stvle - The person who is g1v111g orders in a loud voice and is

generally in charge of every facet of the operation. Everyone on the set knows this
person is in charge.

These people have been described as frank, demanding,

aggressive and determined, (Tony and Michael, 1990).
Emotive Stvle -

There are expressions of willingness to spend time

maintaining and enJoymg a large number of relationships. They are outspoken,
enthusiastic, and stimulating, (Tony and Michael, 1990).
Supportive Stvle - The person finds it easy to listen and usually does not

express their views in a forceful manner. Low visibility generally characterizes the
lifestyle of the Supportive style. They complete their tasks in a quiet, unassuming
manner and seldom draw attention to what they have accomplished, (Tony and
Michael, l 990).
Reflective Stvle - The person who tends to examine all the facts carefully
before arriving at a decision. Like a cautious scientist, this individual wants to gather
all available information and weigh it carefully before taking a' position.

The

Reflective style is usually a stickler for detail, (Tony and Michael, 1990).
Service Oualitv Determinant - It is a function of expected quality and actual
quality.

Expected quality related to what the customers think as well as what the

customers wi 11 get from serving by salesperson. Actual quality is the performance of
the salespersons' behavior in relation to expectations.

Gap may occur in the

viewpoint of customers of the difference between expected service quality and actual
service quality.
Reliuhilitv - It involves consistency of perforn1ance and dependability.

It

means that the salesperson performs the service right the first time. It also means that
the salesperson honors its promises, (Lovelock, 1988). Specifically, it consists of:-
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•

Accuracy in quotation, term & conditions and billing

•

Keeping records correctly;

•

Performing the service at the designated time.
Responsiveness ·- The willingness to help customers and to provide prompt

service.

This dimension is pai1icularly prevalent where customers have requests,

questions, complaints and problems (Mudie and Cottam, 1999).
Empathv - The provision of caring, individualized attention to customers.

Empathy includes the following features: approachability, sense of security and the
effect to understand the customer's need, (Fitzsimmons, 1994 ).
Assurance

~

the knowledge and comiesy of employee an their ability to

convey trust and confidence.

The assurance dimension includes the following

features competence the perfonn the service, politeness, and respect for the customer,
effective communication with the customer and the general attitude that the service
provide76r has the customer's best interest at heart, (Fitzsimmons, 1994).
Customer Lovaltv - Attitudes or Feelings that incline a customer either to

return to a company, supplier, shop or outlet to purchase there again, or else to repurchase a particular product, service or brand.

It's unlike customer satisfaction,

which is an attitude; customer loyalty can be defined in terms of buying Behavior
(Jill Griffin, 2002). A loyal customer is one who:
•

Makes regular repeat purchases

•

Purchases across product and service lines

•

Refers others

•

Demonstrates an immunity to the pull

9f the competition

\

Behavior lovaltv: measures define customer/brand loyalty m tenns of the

<\ctual purchases observed over a time period (Mellens et al., 1996).
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Atti111de !ovaltv: measures are based on stated preferences, commitment or

purchase intentions (Mellens et al., 1996).

There is emerging evidence in the

marketing literature that attitude loyalty may be a personality trait as well as brand
speci fie (Mellens et al. , l 996; Raju, 1980). If attitude loyalty is a personality trait,
this would mean that a person's loyalty levels would transcend individual brands to
reflect a consistent response.

That is, there are some customers who have a

propensity to be more attitudes loyal, which may be directly related to risk avoidance.

-

~
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CHAPTER2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND STUDIES

In this chapter, the researcher focused the discussion of theories on the
Salespersons' Behavior, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty. They are three main
variables drawn from a review of relevant literature, which is done as basis to
establish a conceptual framework.
The flow of this chapter starts from the themes related to Salesperson
Behavior, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty.

-

The researcher believes that selling (goods or service) rs a matter of
relationship. Building relationship is no more than just making others feel good about
oneself (salesperson) and the other person (customer). The ability to do this is
dependent on the level of self-esteem and behavior, or the lack of it in the person
himself.
People generally do not base their decision from buying on price, product or
promotion selection but rather on which salesperson 's behavior they like better.
Liking on salespersons on their behavior is the most powerful factor

111

making

dec ision to buy, recommend or repeat purchase (Tyler, 2002).
Moreover, the researcher also believes based on experience as wel'i as from the
written observations of authors, that behaviors of salesperson also stimulate the
relationship through trust between salespersons and customers (e.g. Doney and
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Cannon, L997; Ramsey and Sohi, 1997). Customers want to trust the person from

whom they buy. [n addition, a direct effect of trust is trust in the salesperson that
influences customers' intention to do more business in the future (Lambert, Shanna
and Levy, 1997).

The positive experiences from the buyer-seller interaction induce customers to
continue with relationships (Crosby, Evans and Cowles, 1990) that a customer's
interaction with the fim1 will likely involve dealing with both salesperson and other
service providers or employees (Snyder, 1998). Then, satisfy on the way treated by
salesperson will be the one aspect influencing customer loyalty and satisfaction to the
organization.
Statements like " 24Hours Services'', "Satisfaction guaranteed", "Quality is
our number one priority", "Build to last" are evidence of service companies' belief in
quality as the bridge to future revenue. But not all companies manage to deliver
services of high quality and to the satisfaction of its customers. Whereas satisfaction
with a service or service provider may be a strong incentive for customers to maintain
or increase current loyalty and retention rate, while dissatisfaction with a service or
service provider may also be a strong incentive to exit from the interaction as well.
The researcher believed that loyalty in service markets should be defined as a
dimension concept since any given customer may exhibit different degrees of loyalty
to a service quality or service provider.

Customers may be highly loyal on one

dimension, while at the same time exhibit low loyalty on the other dimension.

\
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2.1 Definition and Features of Behavior

Behavior is a visible expression

111

action, which means the manner of

conducting oneself, whether good or bad, or is seen as mode of demeanor or
deportment of one's self.

Behavior is the mode in which people have or bear

themselves in the presence of others or toward them; conduct is the mode of our
carrying ourselves forward in the concerns of life. Behavior respects the manner of
acting in particular cases.
The science of human behavior, in the largest sense of the word behavior
defines is in a sense that includes all that human beings do and all that human beings
have. In this sense of behavior, is the behavior of the whole, integrated personality.
Human behavior is also the sum of what people think, feel and do . Thus, Behavior is
the word psychologists use to describe what we do as whole functioning systems or
human beings.
Behaviors are also factors that influence and motivate other 'person's actions
and decisions. (Definition Source: American Heritage Dictionary. 1985 . 2nd college
ed. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company. Last revised: January 8, 1998).
As a particular pattern of behaviors had developed over time that can be
observed and agreed upon for describing a person's behavior.

It can be called

lnterpersonal Style.
Thus, Salespersons' Behavior can be defined as the salesperson 's natural and
modified behavioral characteristics and what he perfonns or interacts with customers.
\
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2.2 Theories Related to Behavior

The researcher selected five theories related to this research that refers to
theory of Psychological Types, Perfonnance of Personal Profile, Personality Profile,
Salesperson Behavior, and Communication Style. As .all of these are related to the
way of people think, act, perfonn, treat, response, behave and communicate.

2.2.1 Theorv of psvchological tvpes (Jung, 1921)
Tracing back to the origins of these concepts, the Greek physician Hippocrates
(ca.460-3 70 B.C.) and later the physician and scientist Galen (130-200 A.D.), had
identified the four temperaments to describe different types of behavior as mentioned
below:
l) Sanguine - cheerful, optimistic, vain and unpredictable.
2) Melancholic - slow

in responding, soft-hearted, and oriented toward

doing
3) Choleric - domineering, stubborn, opinionated, and self-confident.
4) Phlegmatic - nonchalant, unemotional, cool, preserving & needing
direction.
Although this theory had no medical validity it was the first substantial
method to categorize type of behavior and it was expanded upon the turn of the 20111
Century by a number of behavioral scientists.
Carl Gustav Jung, a Swiss psychiatrist, was the most influential modem

behavioral theorist. In l 921, he studied the unconscious mind (Psychological type is
<111

explanation of human personality), when the human mind is active; people are
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doing one of two things Perceiving (taking an infom1ation) or Judging (organizing
and prioritizing infom1ation to mTive at decision making).
Though everyone uses these mental processes, Jung believed that people are
born with preferences for how they will use them. Jung identified two fundamentally
different ways that people perceive and judge:
1. Perception (in-ational) may be by Sensation or iNtuition.
2. Judgment (rational) may be by Thinking or Feeling.

Thinking

Sensation

iNtuition

-

Feeling

C/)

t/),

Figure 2.1 Jungian Functions

Source: Carl Jung 's theory of Personality

It was Jung's opinion that one can instinctively comprehend the personality in
terms of these four elements or "Tetralogies".

Hence, he described four types of

personality orientated around the psychological functions of Thinking, Feeling,
Sensation and f ntuition in Figure 2.1.
Jung further divided these types into two divisions called "Energy". He called
these two opposite factors as follows: •

\

Introverts are people who prefer their internal world of thoughts,

feelings, fantasies, dreams, and so on.
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Extroverts prefer the external world of things and people and

•

activities.
Whether they arc extroverts or introverts, they need to deal with the world,
inner and outer. And each of us has our preferred ways of dealing with it, the ways
they are comfortable with and good at. Jung suggested these are four basic ways or
fonctions: l) Thinking means evaluating infomrntion or ideas rationally, logically. Jung
called this a rational function, meaning that it involves decision making or judging,
rather than simple intake of infonnation.
2) Feeling like thinking, is a matter of evaluating information, this time by
weighing one's overall, emotional response. Jung calls it rational, obviously not in
the usual sense of the word.
3) Sensation means what it says - getting information by means of the senses.
A sensing person is good at looking and listening and generally getting to know the
world.

Jung called this one of the irrational functions, meaning' that it involved

perception rather than judging of information.
4) iNtuition is a kind of perception that works outside of the usual conscious
processes. It is irrational or perceptual, like sensing, but comes from the complex
integration of large amounts of information, rather than simple seeing or hearing. Jung
said it was like seeing around corners.
In this study, the researcher is of opinion that all people have these four
functions. Everyone just has them in different proportions, it might be as described
below:-

\

• A Supcriorjimction: which they prefer and which is best developed in.
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• A Secondary .fimction: which they are aware of and use

111

support oC

superior function.
• A Tertiwy.fimcrion: which is only slightly less developed but not terribly
COllSCIOUS.

• An Inferior .function: which is poorly developed and so unconscious that
might deny its existence in oneself.

2.2.2 Theorv of performance of personal profile : DISC (Marston, 1928)
The researcher also believed that most people develop only one or two of the
above mentioned functions, but their goal should be to develop all four. Once again,
the whole concept of four temperaments or responses fom1s the basis of many of the
behavioral assessments in use today. DISC is also no exception to this.
In the early 1920's, William Moulton Marston who is an American
psychologist, took Jung's Four Dimensional Theory, one step further by explaining
people's emotional responses to various stimuli in the environment.

However,

Marston wanted to extend the theories previously developed to cover the personalities
of typical individuals.
Marston began his research to detem1ine if people responded to their
environment in systematic ways. He was interested not only in people's behaviors,
but also in how their behaviors changed from situation to situation.
He viewed people as behaving in an active or passive way depending on
whether they viewed the environment as antagonistic or favorable. In this manner, he
hoped to increase people's understanding of themselves and others whil'e decreasing
mis-communication among people.

He found that two kinds of perception were
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particu larl y usefu l for explaining an individua l's response in a particular situation as
described below:a) Perception of the Environment - The environment contains all that is
o utside the person, including the demands of the situation and the people

111

it.

Marston described that individuals would react to their sutToundings differently,
depending on how favorable o r unfavorable they felt their surroundings were to
personal interests. He expected that the environment for any individual would change
over time, and that individual responses would vary along with it.

When the

environment fe lt unfavorable, people were likely to respond one way, and when it felt
favorable, another.
b) Perception of One 's Self - He also recognized differences among people in
the way they positioned themselves within their environment, particularly in relation
to other people. He described that people have different perceptions of themselves in
relation to others and to event as they unfold.
The researcher agreed with what Marston theorized that people were likely to
respond in one way when they felt they were more powerful than the forces aro und
them and another way when they felt less powerful. As he observed, these two kinds
of perceptions interact to describe an individual's emotional response to a situation
and formed a four-pattern behavior: I ) Dominance : When the environment is perceived as unfavorable and the
person fee ls more powe1ful than the environment, he or she experiences a dominant
response. The person will try to change, fix or control that also means the person is
molivated lo initiate action, respond quickly, take certain risks, and go slraight to the
point.

She or he may be less preoccupied with examining alternatives, building

co nsensus, o r taking the time lo win people over to a point of view.
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2)

l!~fluence

: When the environment is perceived as favorable and the person

feels more powe1jitl than the environment, he or she experiences a desire to induce
and influence. The person will try to convince others of his or her point of view that
also means the person is likely to approach other people, volunteer to lead, solicit
help, speak persuasively, and attract attention. He or she may be less preoccupied
with planning and problem solving or ensuring that others have a choice to share
attention.

Figure 2.2 DISC Model
Source: Personal Profile System

3) Steadiness : ·when the environment 1s perceived as favorable and the
person feels less powerful than the environment, he or she experiences an opportunity
to be supportive. The person will t1y to keep the situation stable while supporting
those in need that also means the person is motivated to contribute toward goals
shared with others, assuming that what is good for someone else is good for him or
her too. The person may be less inclined to be the focus of attention and prefers a
more equal distribution of effo1i and rewards.
4) Compliance : When the environment is perceived as wifavoi•ahle and the
person feels less powe1jid than the environment, he or she responds conscientiously.
The person wil l set clear rules within the situation and work very hard to follow them
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that also means the person works within an area or· personal discretion to ensure that
standards are met and personal integrity is maintained. And he or she acts in ways
that are comfortable for him or her. The person is less inclined to try to change the
environment but may plan how to take advantage of change when it occurs.
The DISC reveals that nonnal behavior falls into the following categories: -

+ Dominance - Drive - Response to Challenges

+ Influence

- Inducement - Response to Contact with people

+ Steadiness - Stable/Consistency - Response to Change, pace & variety

+ Compliance - Consciousness - Response to Rules, Procedure and Authority
The researcher found that each person displays some behavior, in varying
intensity, in each dimension.

In Table 2.1, one's personality is the total picture

-

produced by the intensity of each of the four factors and the way in which they
influence each other.

Table 2.l Personal Behavior List

Dominance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demanding
Ambitious
Pioneering
Forceful
Determined
Aggressive
Competitive
Decisive
Venturesome
• l nquisitive

Influence

•

Inspiring
• Political
• Enthusiastic
• Demonstrative
• Persuasive
• Convincing
• Polished
• Optimistic
• Trusting
• Sociable/ Wann

Steadiness

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Phlegmatic
Relaxed
Resistant to
Change
Nondernonstrative
Passive/Patient
Possessive
Consistent
Deliberate
Steady/Stable

•

Compliance
Evasive
Dependent
Caution/Careful
Exacting/Neat
Systematic
Diplomatic
Accurate
Open-minded

•

Balanced~

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Judgment
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The DISC analyzes these factors and reveals one's actual behavior and
tendencies toward certain behavior. By understanding oneself and others, one will be
helter able to achieve success in any situation - on the job, at home, and in society at
large.
From these humble beginnings, The DISC theory has been refined and

developed to become probably the most widely used behavioral assessment tool in the
world today.

2.2.3 Theorv of personalitv profile (Prairie, 1977)
The researcher truly felt that salespersons' personalities exert a great influence
on what customers buy, why they buy, and how they interact with salespersons. Here
it also means the Personality as an individual's characteristic way of reacting to

-

situations.

The basic reality is that business does not buy products and services - people
do, on behalf of businesses. Salesperson, then, will find it easier to get along with
some of their customers than with others. Since they are typically in the position of
seeking the buyer's approval, salespersons must adjust their own behavior and style to
match with that of the customer.
The application of the concept of social style to the art of selling was
developed by William Learning Corporation, to define the four possible personality
styles, it is first necessary to describe the scales by which they are defined:a)

Re!>ponsiveness ·- refers to the readiness with which a person outwardly

shows emotions or feelings and develops relationships.

\

b) Assertiveness - refers to the amount of control and forcefulness a person

attempts to exercise over other people and over situation.
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By using the two traits of responsiveness and assertiveness (Figure 2.3), it will
i 11 ustrate.four possible personality styles as the followings:! ) Analyticals - these are persons who are technicians; they are persistent,

systematic, problem solvers. Details of perfomrnnce are their forte; they gather all the
facts and attempt to make decision free of personal and emotional considerations.
Because they are so preoccupied with the task at hand, analyticals are often described
as quiet and aloof. Overall, their actions and decisions tend to be extremely cautious
and slow. When they raise the objections, they expect a back up what they say with
facts and they are willing to wait for those facts.
2) Expressives - these are persons who are animated, intuitive, and lively.
They thrive on involvement with others. They like informality and prefer to deal with
people on a first-name basis. Soon after meeting you, they are ready to begin sharing
personal points of view. When Expressive raise objections, they expect immediate
response - ones that speak to their dreams, their opinions, and their personal stake in
the buying decision.
3) Amiables - these are persons who are highly responsive, unassertive, and
supportive. Most people feel very comfortable with Amiables. The Amiables dislike
conflict so much that they might tell people what they think others want to hear rather
than what is really going on in their minds.

The Amiables are also slow to take

action and dislike risk.
4) Drivers

~

these are persons who are task-oriented "efficient" is a common

description fr)r them. They like to take control of people and situations. Drivers find
it difficult to communicate a wam1, caring attitude; they often seem insehsitive to the

feelings of others evoking adjectives such as "cold", "dominating" and "pushy".
Drivers are very time-disciplined. Small Talk is of limited value. When Driver raise
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objections, they expect quick answer, smce they expect to make quick decision,
'impatient" is another description of them. When asked for the order, Drivers expect
a direct, businesslike approach and a rapid follow-up . Expressive generally prefer an
informal, relaxed request for the order, but one that appeals to their need to stand out
can also be effective.

Low Responsiveness
Rational, Discipline, Independent,
Formal, Task-Oriented,
Businesslike

Low Assertive
Cooperative, Slower
acting, A void ri sk,
Go-along person,
Nondirective

High Assertive
Competitive, Fastacting, Risk-taker,
Take-charge person,
Directive

-

High Responsiveness
Friendly, Open, Informal, Emotional,
Undiscip lined, Relationship-Oriented

Figure 2.3 Personality Style Model
Source: Social Styles and Sales Strategies
(Eden Prairie, MN Wilson Learning Corporation, 1977)

Whil e most people have characteristics of all four styles in various degrees,
typically they have one dom inant style as the researcher has ever mentioned. This is
NO one best sty le for salesperson, each has its own unique strengths and successful

interaction with customers or buyers th at depends greatly on the buyer 's particular
sty le. The c ues and others for spotting personality style are presented in Tab le 2.2

Table 2.2 Way of Identifying Personality Sty les

Expressive

Driver

Analytical

. Amiable

Behavior

Extroverted

Forceful

Relaxed

Direct to point

Business Style

Sociable

Outcome driver

Hard data/facts

System Orientation

Body Language

Animated

Restless

Needs

Visibility

Achievement

Precise/Deliberate Reserved/Controlled
Others' approval

To be right

2.2.4 Theorv of sales behavior model (Buzzotta,Lefton and Sherberg, 1982)
The researcher would like to note that selling or Sales is an art. There is no
such thing as the ideal sales type. The salesperson ' characteristics and skills required
'vvou lcl best match with the role to be perfonned and the tasks that must be undertaken.
Whereas sales perfonnance can be further improved that extended by matching to the
similarity between buyers and sellers, (Donaldson, 1990).
To identify the type of behavior is a first step to modifying it to be more
effective by defining the four possible dimensions of selling behavior, it is first
necessary lo describe the dimension as described below:-

•
techniques

•

Dominauce - is the desire to contro l interpersonal situations uslllg

or force and leadership .
S11b111issio11 - is exhibited by a passive, unassertive acq\nescence

approach - lack o f' assertiveness (Jolson, 1984).

ll1
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•

Warmth - is regard for others and involves awareness and understanding

of the buyer's needs and sensitivity to their problems and circumstances.
•

Hostility - implies the opposite, exhibited by a lack of regard for others, a

lack of understanding of the other's position and almost contempt for their worth and
self-esteem.

DOMINANCE

Ql:
Dom ill lmt-Hostile

Q4:
Dombumt-Warm

I !OST!L!JT

WARM11l

Q2:
Submissive-Hostile

Q3:
Submissive-Warm

SUBMJSSION

Figure 2.4 The Sales Behavior Model
Source: Sales Management Theory and Practice
(Bill Donaldson, Macm illan Studies in Marketing Management, 1990)

By usmg the four dimensions of Dominance, Hostility, Submissive and
Warmth (Figure 2.4). it will illustrate four possible patterns of selling behavior as the
followings:I. Dominant-Hostile Behavior as shown in quadrant 1: is exhibited by
salespeople \:vho see customers as people who seldom buy willingly and to achieve
sales success the salesperson must have superior strength of character and
determination to succeed.

')')
~.:

.;

Submissive-Hostile Behavior as shown in quadrant 2: is th e salesperson

views customers as people who buy only when ready to buy and the salesperson is
impotent to change the situation that is, salespeople have got to be ready when the
customer is ready.
3. Submissive-Warm Behavior as shown in quadrant 3: is salespeople try to
ingratiate themselves with customers since people only buy from salespeople they like
and every prospect is and should be a friend.
4. Dominant-Warm Behavior as shown in quadrant 4: sales behavior view
sales as being the result of customers being convinced of needs and bene fits and the
sales process is a joint beneficial type system.
The research concLmed that the effective selling also requires a selling style
appropriate to the prospective customer as was highlighted by Buzzotta, Lefton and
Sherberg ( 1982).

This approach uses perceptual mapping techniques to faci litate

matching of seller with buyer.

2.2.5 Theorv of communication stvle model (Alessandra and O'Connor,

1990).
The researcher particularly studied this model because it can provide a
practical method of classifying people according to behavioral style and give the
salesperson a distinct advantage in the marketplace. Salesperson will learn how to
manage their selling relationship more effectively by knowing when to flex their style
in a variety of situations.
The communication style model introduces the four basic communication
styles

The communication-style model defines these styles as based on two

important dimensions of human behavior as described below:-
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a) Domi11a11ce Colltinuum - Dominance can be defined as the tendency to
control or prevail over others. Dominant people tend to be quite competitive. They
~dso

tend to offer opinions readily and be decisive and detennined. There are t1vo

types of dominance categories (David W. Johnson).
•

Loiv Dominance: These people have a tendency to be quite cooperative

an eager to assist others. They tend to be low in assertiveness.
•

High Dominance: These people tend to give advice freely and

frequently initiate demands. They are more aggressive in dealing with others.
b) Sociability Continuum - Sociability reflects the amount of control they

exert over our emotional expressiveness. Sociability is also a universal behavioral
characteristic. It can be defined as the tendency to seek and enjoy interaction with
others. There are two types of dominance categories (Charles Margerison).

•

Low Sociability: is an indicator of a person's desire to work m an

environment where the person has more time alone instead of having to make
'

conversation with others. The person who is classified as being low in the area of
sociability is more reserved and formal in social relationships.

•

High Sociability: is an indication of a person's preference to interact

with other people. The people who are high in sociability tend to express their feeling
freely while people who are low in this dimension tend to control their feeling.

By combining the aid of these two dimensions of human behavior, Dominance
(horizontal axis) and Sociability (vertical axis), Figure 2.5, they can form a partial
outline of the communication-style model, it's preparing to describe four basic styles
on below: -

l) Emotive Style : (High Dominance - High Sociability) There are expressive
and willing to spend time maintaining and enjoying a large number of relationships.
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They are outspoken, enthusiastic, and stimulating. Some of the verbal and nonverbal
clues that identify this style are appears quite active, takes the social initiative in most
cases. likes to encourage informality and express emotional opinions.
2)

Directive Style : (High Dominance - Low Sociability) The person who is

giving orders in a loud voice and is generally in charge of every facet of the operation.
Everyone on the set knows this person is in charge.

These people have been

described as frank, demanding, aggressive and determined. Some of the verbal and
nonverbal clues that identify this style are appears to be quite busy, may give the
irnpression of not listening, displays a serious attitude and voices strong opinions.
3) Reflective Style : (Low Dominance - Low Sociability) The person who
tends to examine all the facts carefully before arriving at a decision. Like a cautious
scientist, this individual wants to gather all available information and weigh it
carefully before taking a position. The Reflective style is usually a stickler for detail.
Some additional Behaviors that characterize this style are controls emotional
expression, displays a preference for orderliness, tends to express measured opinions
and seems difficult to get to know.
4) Supportive Style : (Low Dominance -- High Sociability) The person finds
it easy to listen and usually do not express their views in a forceful manner. Low
visibility generally characterizes the lifestyle of the Suppo11ive style. They complete
their tasks in a quiet, unassuming manner and seldom draw attention to what they
have accomplished. In some cases, Supportive people are too agreeable; they often
do not state their opinions because they want to avoid conflict. Other behaviors that
commonly characterize this style arc gives the appearance of being quiet and
reserved, listens attentively to other people, tends to avoid the use of power and
makes decisions in a thoughtful and deliberate manner.
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High
Sociability

Low
Dominance

High
Dominance

Low
Sociability
Figure 2.5 Communication-Style Models
Source: Personal Styles and Effective Performance

The researcher acknowledged this instrument that the combination of two
dimensions of human behavior and four basic Commw1ication Styles could be
presented in key words as shown in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 Key Words for Communication-Style Model

Emotive Style Directive Style Reflective Style Supportive Style
..

Sociable

Aggressive

Precise

Lighthearted

Spo ntaneous

Intense

Deliberate

Reserved

Zestful

Requiring

Questioning

Passive

Stimulating

Pushy

Discipline

Wann

Emotional

Serious

Aloof

Docile

Unstructured

Determined

Scientific

Patient

Exci table

Frank

Preoccupied

Sensitive

Personabl e

Opinionated

Serious

Relaxed
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2.3 Critical Analvsis and Selection of Generic Set of Sub-Variable of
Salespersons' Behavior

From the review of five different theories, the common variables are selected
to be determinants of Salesperson's Behavior Profile are Directive, Emotive,
Supportive, and Reflective style, because it's the updated one, shown in Table 2.4.

T ab le 2.4 Summary of Detenninant of Salespersons· Behavior by Five theories.

Theory
SUB Variable

Sensing
Dominance
Dri vers
Directive
iNtu iting
Influence
Expressi ves
Warmth
Emotive
Fee ling
Steadiness
Ami ab les
Submission
Supportive
Thinking
Comp liance .
Analyticals
Hostility
Reflective
Percept ion
.}lll~f!/ 11 C! II/

Responsiveness
Asserriveness
Sociuh1/ity

Carl Gustav
Jung
( 1921)

x

x

William
Moulton
Marston
(1928)

x

Eden
Prairie
( 1977)

x

Buzzotta,
Lefton and
Sherberg
(1982)

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

Tony
Alessandra
& Michael
O'Connor
(1990)

x

x

x

x

x
\

x

x

x

x
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2.4 Discussion of each of the Selected Generic Set of Sub-Variables

A behavior is our predictable pattern of behaviors and emotions. It is how

they see, what they do, and how they act.

Behavior styles affect our actions, our

words, our relationships, and our work environment.
The five theories are used to apply scientific observation techniques to human
behavior, in terms that are both objective and descriptive - as opposed to being
subjective and judgmental - DESR is a "neutral language" that describes styles of
behavior. ft is not an indicator of intelligence, values, skills, experience, education, or
training. Properly interpreted, it is a descriptive language of behavior and emotions,
and individual's style of doing thing. The word "DESR" stands for:-

+ "D" is Directive Style - These people have been described as frank,
demanding, aggressive and detennined. Some of the verbal and nonverbal clues that
identify the Directive person are appears to be quite busy, may give the impression of
not listening, displays a serious attitude and voices strong opinions.

For example,

salesperson is motivated to initiate action, respond quickly, take certain risks, and go
straight to the point. Salesperson is task-oriented, time-disciplined, and insensitive to
the feelings of customer.

+ "E" is Emotive Style - They are expressive and willing to spend time
maintaining and enjoying a large number of relationships.

They are outspoken,

enthus iastic, and stimulating. For examp le, salesperson prefers to deal with customer

and ready to share personal point of view and insensitive to the feelings of customer
and sal esperson is also willing to spend time maintaining and enjoying\contact with
customer.
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+

11

S " is Supportive Style - The person finds it easy to listen and usually do

not express their views in a forceful manner. Low visibility generally characterizes
th e lifestyle of the Supportive style.

They complete their tasks in a quiet,

unassuming manner and seldom draw attention to what they have accomplished. In
so me cases, Salesperson might compromise with customer and reduce conflict. For
example, sa lesperson listens to customer and usually does not express their views in
forceful manner or tends to avoid the use of power and makes decisions in a
thoughtful and deliberate manner.

+

11

R " is Reflective Style -- The person who tends to examine all the facts

carefu lly before arriving at a decision . Like a cautious scientist, this individual wants
to gather all available information and weigh it carefully before taking a position.
The Reflective style is usually a stickler for detail. For example, salesperson works
within the area of personal discretion to ensure that standards are met and personal
integrity is maintained and Salesperson also gathers all the facts and attempts to make
decisi on free of personal and emotional considerations .

Figure 2.6 Sununary of Selected Sub-Variable (Behavior Profile)
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As people vary in their Pace and Priorities.

Thus, according to the P{[ce

category, people are Fast or Slow.
•

Fast-paced individuals are Active, Assertive, Competitive, Leading,
Out-going, Risk-taking and Taking charge

•

Slow-paced people are Cautious, Listening, Not risk-taking, Quiet, .
Reserved, Security seeking and Shy.

Priority deals with people's orientation. People are as follows:-

•

Task-oriented people are more comfortable with "doing things" . They
make decisions based on the facts.

•

People-oriented individuals enjoy "being with people". They are seen
as warm, caring, sensitive, feeling, and compassionate.

One can learn to "read" people, but it is more of an "art" than a "science". In
this Model of Human Behavior, it presents certain characte1istic traits that help us
identify styles. As it's a result of the variation in Pace and Priority, there are four
basic DESR Behavior Styles, (Figure 2.6).

+ A "D" is both Fast-paced and Task-oriented.
+ An "E" is both Fast-paced and People-oriented.

+ A "S" is both Slovv-paced and People-oriented.
+ A " R" is both Slow-paced and Task-oriented.
Customers will apply these .four dimensions or elements to form their
judgment on salesperson's behavior that based on perceived the service provided and
treated during interaction. The perception on salesperson ' s behavior is a measure of
\
.
behavior as their feeling and attitude is either positive or negative (favorable or

unfavorable).

2.5 Discussion on relationship of Salespersons' Behavior and Customer Lovaltv

It is an observed pattern that customers buy goods o r services from
salespersons they like.

For them, their feelings about the person from whom they

bought their goods or services were more important than the brand of it they bought.
Even though they felt . they were being objective, they made their decision
emo tionally: who were they comfortable with!! And, the salespersons also discovered
that making customers happy and the customers' confidence is very much related to
behavior styles.
Machintosh and Lockshin ( 1997) determined that relationships could be multifaceted, in a retail context for example, acting at both the person-to-store (supplier)
and person-to-person level.

They established that, for customers without a

salesperson relationship, trust in the store (supplier) could lead indirectly to loyalty
through company attitude.
Fredericks, Hurd and Salter (2001) stated that many businesses subsequently
found that only satisfying customer needs on basic quality issues did not lead to longterm customer loyalty because there was a significant difference between satisfaction
and loyalty. Unlike satisfaction, loyalty was probably a more realistic alternative as it
referred to an active or a proactive relationship with supplier (salesperson).
The researcher agreed with Yoho ( 1998) that the concept of relationship
sel Iing, while relationship marketing refers to broader organizational efforts to
maintain customer loyalty and stimulate repeat purchase over time, relationship
sel Ii ng focuses on the relationship building behaviors of the salesperson. \
For selling. this infonnation helps the salespersons to relate better to the
customer and the customer's needs . Behavioral selling skills can be developed that
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help the salespersons communicate on the customer's level, expressing value in terms
that appeal to the customer's sensibilities. And, the framework would also help to
explain customer feeling and attitude on salespersons' behavior as well as the

j uclgment on customer loyalty.

2.6 Definition and Features of Service Qualitv

Denton ( 1995) Customer Satisfaction happens when a company and
salesperson focus on the quality ofproducts and services. Customer Satisfaction will
produce reward for the organization in the form of Customer Loyalty. Customers may
want lfuality. price, accuracy or some other aspects.

Once the needs are clearly

identified, then and only then, should salespersons try to the best they can at fulfilling
these needs. And, Salesperson must respect and care for their customers and treat
others the way you would like to be treated.
Mathe and Shapiro ( 1993) define services is all of the activities undertaken by
the firn1 to provide value in use over time, measured by increased customer
satisfaction with a tangible product or series of products.
Kolter ( l 997) defines service is any act or perfmmance that one party can
offer to another that is essentially intangible and does not result in the ownership of
anything. Its production may or may not be tied to a physical product.
Manufacturing and Service Operations have common characteristics, but most
services are created at the customer interface. In the literature, a series of service
characteristics have been discussed.

Most services have four basic characteristics

(Gronroos, 1988 and 1998):• Services are more or less intangible.
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• Services are activities or a series of activities rather than a thing.
• Services are at least to some extent produced and simultaneously
consumed.
•

The customer participates, at least to some extent, m the production
process.

Mathe and Shapiro (1993) also separate service into two mam categories:
encouraging or facilitating the sales of a product and services that are intended to
increase the benefit to the customer when usmg the product, or the customer's
satisfaction while using the product. The latter definition is more frequently used in
the after sales environment.
The researcher agreed that service can be used to distinguish that product and
it is much more difficult for competitors to imitate (Parasuraman and Grewal, 2000).

If the customer has a high quality image of a product or service, the expectations are
high. In this situation, however, she may tolerate occasional dissatisfaction. High
level of expectation combined with high satisfaction or delight results in high
customer loyalty. However, customer loyalty depends only partly on satisfaction and
is also affected, e.g., by replacement costs and communication.
In term of quality, Stonebraker and Leong (1994) define quality as the

following:- Product or service quality require a total system, which identifies
customer requirements, which designs that product or service to those requirements,
and which establishes a production or service delivery system to produce in
conformance with the specifications.
Vavra ( 1995) defines quality as it consistently delivering product~ and services
that fully meet consumer needs and expectations.
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Quality work does not mean quality service (Maister, 1997). According to
Brown ( l 992), customers prefer organizations that delivery quality service, and
supp Iiers can charge premium for quality services.
Gronroos ( 1982) suggests that customers assess service quality by comparing
what they feel a seller shou Id offer and compare it against the seller's actual service
perfomrnnce.
Quality Control and Marketing must take place during service production and
consumption. Gronroos (1988) has identified a list of six criteria of good perceived
quality:- Professionalism and Skills, Attitudes and Behavior, Accessibility and
Flexibility, Reliability and Trustworthiness, Reputation and Credibility,

and

Recovery.

-

2. 7 Theories Related to Service Qualitv

The researcher selected five theories related to this research as it refers to
theory of Service Quality Model, SERVQUAL model, SERVPERF model and Multidimensional Model of Service Quality.

As all of them would determine the

significant criterion to evaluate the perfonnance on service provided or quality of
service.

2.7.1 Theorv of service gualitv model (Gronroos, 1984)
The concept of service comes from business literature. Many scholars offered
various definitions of service. Examples mentioned below:-

\
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Ramaswamy ( l 996) described service as "the business transactions that take
place between a donor (service provider) and receiver (customer) in order to produce
an outcome that satisfies the customer"

ZeithamJ &

Bitner ( 1996) defined service as "deeds, processes, and

performances.

Gronroos defined service quality as "perceived service quality" by a customer
with subj ective criterion rather than objective criterion, and distinguished service
quality from objective quality.

Some researchers view service from the perspective of a system-thinking
paradigm: A production system where various inputs are processed, transfon11ed and
value added to produce some outputs which have utility to the service seekers, not
merely in an economic sense but from supporting the life of the human system in
general, even may be for the sake of pleasure (Lakhe and Mohanty, 1995).
This model created by Gronroos (1984), attempts to illustrate how the quality
of a given service is perceived by customers. It divides customer's perception of any
particular service into two dimensions:

•

Technical quality - What the consumer receives, the technical outcome of

a process. (how the service is perfo1med and delivered). This dimension is called
011/come

quality by Parasuraman

et

al. (1985) and physical quality by Lehtinen and

Leh linen ( l 982).
•

Functional quality - How the consumer receives the technical outcome,
\

(the overall perception of quality as a function of the customers' evaluation of the
servi ce), what Grdnroos calls the "expressive performance of a service".

This
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dimension is called process quality by Parasuraman et al. ( 1985) and interactive

quality by Lehtinen and Lehtinen ( 1982).

l. ,ES~1>e~ted

' , ll
, erv1ce

·1=====:-P;;·ceived Service Quality =>[--- Perceived
------~
Service

Technical
Quality

,.....,..--......,......--'

Technical
[ Quality
\i\lhat?

l
I

Ftmctional
Quality
Hmv?

Figure 2.7 Service Quality Model
Source: Gronroos Quality Model

[t

-

is the reflection of the customer's perception of the interactions between

customers and service providers.

According to his model, Figure 2.1, these two

dimensions of service performance are compared to the customer's expectation and
eventually the customer has his/her own service quality perception. Gronroos also
points out that the functional quality dimension can be perceived in a very subjective
manner or perception of how the service is delivered.
Parasuraman et al. (I 985), in the earlier work, has proposed ten dimensions to
determine service quality. And they also proposed that service quality is a function of
the differences between perceived performance and expected perfonnance of these ten
dimensions to determine overall perceived service quality.
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2. 7.2 Theorv of SERVQUAL model (Parasuraman et al., 1988)
The researcher acknowledged that one of the critical determinants of loyalty
would be the overall quality of services as perceived by customer. Perceived service
quality has been conceptualized and measured as a fom1 of attitude.
As Parasuraman et al. ( 1988) also define service quality as "a global judgment
or attitude relating to the overall excellence or superiority of the service" and they
conceptualized a customer's evaluation of overall service quality applying Oliver's
( 1980) disconfi1111ation model, as the gap between service quality performance could
be determined by the measurement scale SERVQUAL that uses five generic
dimensions.
l. Tangibles : the appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel,

and communications materials.
2. Reliability : the ability to perform the promised service dependably and
accurately.
3. Responsiveness

the willingness to help customers anct' provide prompt

service.
4. Assurance : the competence of the system and its credibility in providing
a courteous and secure service.
5. Empathy : the approachability, ease of access and effort taken to
understand customer's needs.
SERVQUAL however has not been without criticisms.

Paiiicular research

efforts by Cronin and Taylor ( l 992) cast doubts about the validity of the
d[sconfirmation paradigm advocated by Parasuraman el al.(1985, 1~8).

These

authors questioned whether or not customers routinely assess service quality in terms
of expectallons and perceptions.

They advance the notion that service quality is

directly influenced only by perceptions of service perfomiance.

Accordingly,

developed an instrument of service performance lhat seems to produce better results
than SERVQUAL (Asubonteng et al., 1996).

2. 7.3 Theorv of the SERVPERF model (Cronin and Taylor, 1992)
Cronin and Taylor ( 1992) argued that SERVQUAL confounds satisfaction and
attitude.

They stated that service quality can be conceptualized as "similar to an

attitude", and can be operationalized by the "adequacy-importance model".

[n

particular, they maintained that "performance" instead of "performance-expectation"
determines service quality and that developed an alternative measurement tool,
SERVPERF, which concerns only performance.
The researcher strongly believed that service quality should be measured as an
attitude. Therefore, with much supporting literature (Bolton & Drew, 1991; Churchill

& Surprenant, 1982; Woodruff, Caddotte & Jenkins, 1983), this instrument focuses on
the importance of perfomrnnce.
Cronin & Taylor said, "the perfo1mance-based scale developed (SERVPERF)
is efficient in comparison with the SERVQUAL scale; it reduces the number of items
to be measured by 50%".
They examined the dimensionality and the validity of service quality
measures. The study was conducted on four different types of service fonns, such as
hanks, pest control, dry cleaning, and fast food.

The result of the dimensionality

SER VPERF test was that the 5-component structure proposed by Parasuraman et al.

lor their SERYQUAL scale that are listed on below table (Table 2.6).

\
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Tahle 2.5 SERVPERF's Five Dimension

Dimensions

Descriptions

Ta11gibles

The appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel,
and communication materials.

Reliability

The ability to perfonn the promised service dependably and
accurately.

Responsiveness

The willingness to help customers and to provide prompt
service.

Assurance

The knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to
convey trust and confidence.

Empathy

The provision of caring, individualized attention to customers.

Source: Parasuraman, Zeithaml, andBerry,1991
(Perceived service quality as a customer-based performance measure: an empirical
examination of organizational ba1Tiers using an extended service quality model,
Human Resource Management, p.335-364)

2. 7.4 Theorv of service gualitv (Mudie and Cottam, 1999)
Mudie and Cottam mentioned that customers assess and evaluate a number of
foctors or dimensions to measure service quality. They will test the quest by varying
f'rorn one service to another that has been developed. Consequently from tested in a

vari ety of service industries they can conclude and get five dimensions, as follows:I. Reliability - the ability to perform the promised service dependabl y and
acc urately. ft is regarded as the most important detenninant of perceptions of service
quality. This dimension is particularly crucial for services such as raifways, buses,
banks, insurance companies, delivery services and trade services, e.g. plumbers, car

repair, etc .
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2. Responsiveness - the willingness to help customers and to provide prompt
service.

This dimension is particularly prevalent where customers have requests,

questions, complaints and prob lems.

3. Assurance - the employees' know ledge and courtesy, and the ability of the
servi ce to inspire trust and confidence. This dimension may be of particular concern
fo r customers of health, financial and legal services.

r·········;~:::~:11if

l
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~ Experience f
t................. ...................... .l

..........................................:
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Dimrns io11 of
Scn·icc Qualit~'

Expected
Performance

Customer perceived Service
Quality
•

Expectation exceeded ©
ES<PS (Quality surprise)

•

Expectation met ©
ES=PS (Satisfactory quality)

•

Expectation not met ®
ES>PS (Unacceptable
quality)

I. Rel iabil ity
2.

R esponsi vcness

3. Assurance
4. Empathy

Perceived
Performance

5. T angibles

Figure 2.8 Perceived Service Quality.
[Reprinted with permission of the American Marketing Association: adapted from A.
Parasuraman, V. A. Zeithaml, and L. L. Berry, "A Conceptual Model of Service
Quality and its Implications for Future Research", Journal of Marketing, vol.49 Fall

1985, p.48]

4. Empathy - the caring, individualized attention the service provides its
customers.

Small service companies are better placed for treating customers as
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individuals than their larger invariably standardi zed counterparts.

However,

relationship making is designed to offer a more individualistic approach for customers
olc large organization.

5. Tangibles - the appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel and
communication materials.

All of these are used in varying degrees to project an

image that will find favor with consumers. Tangibles will be of particular significant
w here the customer's physical presence at a service facility is necessary for
consumption to occur e.g. hair salon, hotel, and nightclub.
Where as, A. Fitzsimmons and J, Fitzsimmons (1994) also identified five
principal dimensions. Customers use five principal dimensions judge service quality
and judge customer satisfaction . The dimensions of service quality are shown in
Figure 2.8, which have been summarized.
The consequence of customers' judgments used the five dimensions. It is
based on a comparison of expected service and perceived service. The gaps between
expected and perceived services are a measure of service quality.
The researcher found this model inspiring, especially on the side of service
providers to improve their knowledge and ski ll.

2.7.5 Theorv of multidimensional model of service gualitv (Yong, 2000)
Quality of service has been studied in the area of business management for
many years because the market is more competitive and marketing management has
transferred its focus from internal performance such as production to external interests
s uch as satisfaction and customers' perception of service quality (Gronroos, 1992}.
Yong reviewed the definitions of service and pointed out that the following

features of service are noteworthy in order to better understand the concept.
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First. service is a perfomrnnce. [t happens through the interaction between

customers and service providers (Gronroos, l 990 and Zeitharnl et.al., L996).
Second. other factors such as physical resources or environments play an

important medium role m the process of service production and consumption
(Gronnroos, l 990).

Third. service is needed by customers to provide certain functions such as

problem solving (Gronroos, 1990 and Ramaswamy, 1996).
The researcher understood that these three points put together can lead to the
conclusion that a service combined with good products, is experienced and evaluated
by customers who have paiticular goals and motivations to customers for consuming
the service.
Yong (2000) had developed the model of service quality by proposing that the
perception of service quality consists of four dimensions.
•

Program Quality : operating time and secondary service

•

1nteraction Quality : attitude, behavior and expettise

•

Outcome Quality : waiting time, tangibles and valence

•

Environment Quality: ambient conditions, social factors and design

2.8 Critical Analvsis and selection of the Generic set of Sub-Variable of Service
Qualitv
\

From the review of five different theories, the common variables that are
selected to be determinants of Service Quality are Responsibility, Reliable, Empathy
and Assurance, shown in Table 2.6.

The researcher didn't select Tangible because
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the AcerCarc is providing service for repair and maintenance products. Customers
have no need to come to AcerCare directly, just only send the defective one. Then,
service will be performed.

Table 2.6 Summary ofDetem1inants of Service Quality by Five Theories

Theory
SUB Variable

Gromoos

c.
(1984)

Technical Quality
Functional Quality

Parasuraman
et al.
(1988)

Empathy
Assurance

x

Responsibility
Tangibles

(1992)

Peter
Mudie &
Andela
Cottam

Yong
J. K.
(2000)

(1999)

x
x
x
x
x
x

Reliability

Cronin and
Taylor

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Program Quality
Interaction Quality
Outcome Quality
Environment Quality

2.9 Discussion of each of the Selected Generic Set of Sub-Variables

\

No

business or organization can

succeed

without building customer

satisfaction and loyalty. Likewise, no person can make a good living without meeting
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the needs of customer. Those statements may seem to be rather broad generalizations,
but let's consider the variable that relate and reflect to Customer Loyalty as below:!) Reliability : The ability to perform the promised service both dependably

and accurately. Reliable service perfonnance is a customer expectation and means
that the service is accomplished on time, in the same maimer, and without errors every
time. For example staff handles problem & perfonns jobs as promised to .customer.
Reliability also extends into back office, where accuracy in billing and record keeping
is expected.
2) Responsibility : The willingness to help customers and to provide prompt

service.

Keeping customers waiting, particularly for no apparent reason, creates

unnecessary negative quickly and with professionalism can create very positive
perceptions of quality. For example, staff gives the customer prompt and efficient
service.
3) Empathy : The provision of caring, individualized attention to customers.

Empathy includes the customer's needs. Example of empathy is staff understands
what the customer wants and offers services without waiting to be asked.
4) Assurance : The knowledge and courtesy of salespersons as well as their

ability to convey trust and confidence.

The assurance dimension includes the

following feature; competence to perfonn the service, politeness and respect for
customer, effective communication with the customer, and the general attitude that
lhe service provider has staff can answer the customer's questions as friendly and
happy to serve the customer.
\
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2.10 Discussion on relationship of Service Quality and Customer Lovalty

Dougherty (200 l) noted that the aim of organization to achieve a high level of
service, they would need to monitor a customer's purchase patterns and retention
rates, coupled with a survey that focuses on customer loyalty. These would be better
indicators than satisfaction of a customer's likelihood to choose a provider.
Ryan (1999) said that the perceived 'value for money' to the customer has
been cited as being more important than satisfaction in determining loyalty.
Moreover, Fredericks, Hurd and Saltter (2001) mentioned that to develop
loyalty in customers, service providers need to not only look at customers' needs such
as product quality, price, and reliable delivery but they also need to go beyond the
obvious product and service issues, and understand some of the other concepts like
image, relationships, and ease of doing business.
The researcher trnly believed that Customer Loyalty exists when the
customer's attitude towards a service provider is high relative to the other service
providers, and the customer's level of use of this service provider for service delivery
is very high, if not exclusive.
Therefore, it's likely to develop when the customer perceives the service
provider as unique (differentiated) compared to other service firm, as the customer
chooses to wait or forgo the service until their service provider/worker is available,

bul the customer's patronage of the finn is subject to the service provider continuing
of serve the customer (Chow and Holden, 1997; Langton, 1997).
\
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2.11 Definition and Features of Customer Lovaltv

Customer Loyalty is a concept that has enjoyed w1de usage within the field of
consumer behavior for many years . Chaudhuri (1999) notes however that, despite its
obvious importance, loyalty measurement has not flourished in the marketing
literature. He observes that there is only one loyalty scale in the Marketing Scales
Handbook published by the AMA, with that scale being specific to soft drinks. The
conceptual approach of Chaudhuri makes room for both behavioral and attitudinal
elements, expressed in his schema as "brand attitudes and habitual behavior".
The later aspect of habitual behavior reflects the narrower approach to
operationalising loyalty within the marketing science stream of research.

This

approach has typically examined purchasing patterns of fast moving consumer goods,
defining loyalty according to the levels of purchase of the particular product or brand
of interest over some defined timer frame.
Yim ( 1999) for example speak of "Hard Core" loyalty (exclusive repeat
purc hase of one product alternative) and "Reinforcing" loyalty where customers
switch among brands but repeat purchase one or more alternatives to a significant
extent.
Neal ( 1999) follows the classical Ehrenbergian approach by defining customer
loyalty as "the proportion of times a purchaser chooses the same product or service in

a category compared with his or her total number of purchases in the category,
assuming that acceptable competitive products or services are conveniently
\

available".
While instructive in some contexts, these

nalTOW

technical definitions do not

adequate ly capture the richness and depth of the loyalty construct implicit in a
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relational framework.

And, also believe that most customers have formed a

perception of and attitude toward the supplier. Previous experience, word of mouth,
media or advertising may be the background for the corporate image. This customer
held image of the company is believed to have a positive impact on customer loyalty.

2.12 Theories Related to Customer Lovaltv

The researcher selected five theories related to this research as it refers to
theory of Customer Loyalty Model; an all of them would determine the significant
criterion to evaluate the performance of salespersons and service providers or quality
of service.

2.12.1 Theorv of customer loyalty (Jacoby and Kyner, 1973)
The researcher found that, interested in loyalty in the field of marketing, dates
back to the works of Copeland ( 1923) and Churchill (1942) the concept of loyalty has
been subject to intense discussion in scientific literature and numerous empilical
studies have been conducted with a view to explaining this. As not inconsiderable
number of articles exist today about the subjects of customer loyalty and related fonns
of loyalty.
An excellent review of the loyalty concept and the operationalization of this

are found in a study of Jacoby and Chestnut (1978), who have analyzed more than
300 articles on the subject.

In their efforts to systematize this large number of

articles, Jacoby and Chesnut identify more than 50 diverging ways of understanding
\

loyalty, and against this background they conclude as follows: "it is extremely
interesting to find, upon reviewing these literature that no one quite agrees on exactly
what ... loyalty is".
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Although literature offers an abundance of definition of loyalty, there seem to
be /1m basic approaches to the customer loyalty concept (Jacoby and Kyner, 1973).
These are described as the behavioral approach and the attitude-base approach.

•

Behavioral approach : customer loyalty is defined as a behavior of a

customer (Cunningham, 1961; Ehrenberg, 1988; Kahn et al., 1986).
. ·_. ·

Operational

measures of this form of loyalty are shares of purchase, purchasing frequency, etc. It
is assumed in this theory that the preference structure of the consumer is reflected in
the consumer's behavior. One of the strengths of this approach is that it offers a
relatively objective measurement of customer loyalty.

One weakness is, however,

noted that the approach does not provide any proper explanation of the existence of
loyalty, if any; loyalty is measurable. indeed, but no explanation is offered.

The

behavioral approach to customer loyalty corresponds to the definition of customer
loyalty applied in service management literature (Hallowell, 1996).

•

Attitude-Based approach : on the other hands, defines customer loyalty as

an attitude or intention to repurchase (Fournier and Yao, 1997). According to this
approach, merely describing the actual behavior of the consumer does not suffice, but
a proper analysis and description is clearly required of the underlying attitudes I
preference structure of the consumer, if the loyalty concept is to have a real
explanatory value and does not just - in the worst case - happen to be based on a
coincidence. Among the most fervent advocates of such an approach are Jacoby and
Chesnut { 1978), but also Guest ( 1942, 1956), Monroe and Guiltianan (1975), Jarvis
and Wilcox ( 1976) as well as Reynolds et al., ( 1974) may be seen to speak in favor of
this approach.

Examples of operational measures of an attitudina) nature are

preference, buying intention, supplier prioritization and recommendation willingness.
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Later, the attitude-based approach has become extended from Jacoby and
Chestnut's ( 1978) point of view incorporating the concept of "relative attitude" (Dick
and Basu 1994).

2.12.2 Theorv of customer lovalty (Dick and Basu, 1994)

Many other contributions to the study of customer buying behavior have been
carried out in other fields, and specifically in brand and customer loyalty studies. The
semi nal works of Day (1970), Jacoby (1971), Newman and Werbel (1973) and Jacoby
and Kyner (1973), examined again in the famous book of Jacoby and Chestnut
( I 978), have shown the fundamental distinction between behavioral loyalty and

cognitive loyalty (or, just to avoid confusion with the later distinction between
cognitive and affective, mental loyalty), thus clarifying that repurchase behavior is not
a sufficient condition of brand loyalty.

-

The research favored on the basis of these early works, studies ofloyalty have
concentrated on two principal phenomena. On the one hand there have been studies
of the evidence of "loyalty behaviors" for more than one brand, characterized by
variable levels of substitutability I complentarity (Wind, 1977; Jacoby and Chestnut,
1978; Wernerfelt, 1991; Keaveney, 1995), and thus the determinants of switching
behavior. On the other hand there have been studies of "mental loyalty", and thus the
perceptions, attitudes, and beliefs that can determine the different forms of loyalty.
As relevant to cont1ibution of Dick and Basu (1994) they have offered an
attitude-behavior typology of loyalty and suggested to classify the different forms of
loyalty, analyzing the relative altitude towards the focal brand and the 'mpetition on
purchase helwvior towards the same brand.
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The Figure 2.9 below shows the model of loyalty which reveals the "relative

attitude" vertically, divided into a scale with only two options, ''positive" or
'negative", and the horizontally depicted "repeated support" has also been split into
two options, "high" or "low".

A matrix results from this, showing four possible

loyalty degree : Loyal~y, Hidden loyal(v, Pseudo loyalty and No loyalty.

•

Loy"lty : Hence, it is displayed when a consumer shows a strong relative

attitude towards a supplier and when the rebuying rate per time unit is high. Both
conditions mush be folfilled at the same time before it is a clear case of customer
loyalty.

•

Pseiulo loy"lty: Similarly, it is characterized by a high rebuying rate, but a

weak attitude towards the supplier. This situation may have different causes. The
consumer may consider the suppliers to be identical or as good as identical, and
concentrate his or her purchases on a specific supplier because the consumer
habitually passes by; but in this case, the consumer does not have a strong preference
for this particular supplier.

-

Posit'1ve

l'f~

Loyalty

Hidden
Loyalty

Pseudo

No

Loyalty

Loyalty

Relative attitude
towards thefoccti
/wand

Hive

High

Low

Repeat purchase o.f the focal brand
Figure 2.9 A Taxonomy of Loyalty based on Mental and Behavioral dimensions
Source: Dick and Basu, 1994 (Customer Loyalty toward an Integrated Conceptual
Framework, "Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science", Winter, p.99-113)
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•

flit/dell loyalty : reflects a strong relative attitude towards the brand,

combi ned with a small number of purchases or no purchases at all. The consumer
rates the supplier high on all, or the most important of his or her criteria of choice.
This would have been the consumer's preferred supplier, but the consumer's situation
is such that a purchase from this supplier is not possible, whether for reasons of

::

~ '.

::·:

scarcity of resources or time, or for financial or mental reasons. There may also be
other obstacles preventing the consumer from realizing his or her wishes of buying
regularly from this supplier. The "Latent loyal" customer is of interest to the vendor.
They have a strong attitude towards the company, and the essential thing for the
vendo r with this type of customer is to focus on dismantling or reducing the barriers
that prevent the customer form moving from the latent stage to the loyal stage.

•

No loyalty : the last degree of loyalty, with which Dick and Basu (1994)

operate, is that of a lack of loyalty towards a supplier, when there is only a weak
relative attitude and only low calling frequency .
While the different contributions on loyalty have deepened knowledge of its
fo rms and detenninants, one of the few attempts in this direction was that of Oliver
( l 997 and l 999), who suggested defining customer loyalty as a condition of strong
invo lvement in the repurchase, or reuse, of a product or brand. This involvem ent is
strong enough Lo overcome the 'situational' and ' competitive' influences that might
drive a "variety seekers" or a switching behavior.

2. 12.3 Theory of customer loyalty (Oliver, 1999)
The concept of brand loyalty has been extensively discussed

in

traditional

marketing literature with the main emphasis on two different dimensions of the
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co ncept; behavioral and attitudinal loyalty as same as the researcher had mentioned
before.
Oliver ( 1997) has presented a conceptual framework of brand loyalty that
includes the full spectrum of brand loyalty based on a hierarchy of effects model with
cognitive. affective, conative (behavioral intent), and action (repeat purchase
behavior) dimensions as see in Figure 2.10.
A definition integrating this multidimensional construct has been given
(Oliver, 1999) as "a deeply held commitment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred
product/service consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive same-brand or
sam e brand-set purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having
the potential to cause switching behavior".

•

Attitudinal Loyalty : The traditional conceptualization of attitudinal brand

loyalty includes cognitive, affective, and behavioral intent dimensions in Oliver's
view.

111 the first stage the customer is only Cognitively loyal, in the sense of

demonstrating direct or indirect knowledge about the brand and its benefits, and
proceeds to the purchase on the basis of a belief in the superiority of the offer. It is
on ly after repeated purchases that he develops a second form of loyalty: Affective
loyalty. This is a particularly favorable attitude to the brand that develops in the
customer as a result of the repeated confomations of his expectations, recorded during
the stage of cognitive loyalty. It is only in the third stage, however, after the passage
of time and repeated purchases, that - according to Oliver - the most intense levels of
loyalty arc reached.
And, Behavioral Intent is an intermediary between attitude and behavior
(Mi ltal & [(amakura, 2001 ). rt represents the intention to act in the buying decision
process. Behavioral intent appears in various forms such as a predisposition to buy a
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brand for the first time or a commitment to repurchase a current brand. Brand loyalty
research has focused on factors related to maintaining and augmenting this repurchase
commitment (Oliva & Oliver, 1992) and converting behavioral intent to an actual
purchase (Kuhl & Beckmann, 1985).
Loyalty, in fact, becomes Conative, meaning that it is strongly intentional,
and has a high involvement that is a motivating force, according to a model already
suggested by Crosby and Taylor (1983) for voter behavior analysis. Finally, referring
to the ' action control' theory (Kuhl and Beckmann, 1985), Oliver identifies the most
intense stage of loyalty as action loyalty. This means a loyalty that is sustained not
just by strong motivations but one that results in actions undertaken by the 'desire to
overcome' every possible obstacle that might come in the way of the decision to buy
the brand to which the person is loyal.
With an implicit return to the classical ' cognition-affect/emotion-behavior'
sequence, Oliver introduces a dynamic conceptualization of customer loyalty.

• Affective
•Cognitive
Behavioral
Intent:
• Conative
Behavioral

Figure 2.10 Customer Loyalty Framework

Source: Oliver R. L., 1999 ("Whence Customer loyalty?", Journal Marketing,
Special issue, p.33-44)
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•

Behavioral loyalty : Traditionally, behavioral loyalty has been defined in

tenns of repeat buying behavior. Examples of conceptual and measurement issues
related to behavioral loyalty can be found in Chaudhuri and Holbrook (200 l) and
Dick and Basu ( 1994). Behavioral loyalty can be expressed in different ways. For
example, customers can be loyal to brands and/or they can be loyal to stores as
discussed in Corstjens and Lal (2000). The importance of satisfying a customer in
order to create behavioral loyalty is discussed extensively in Schultz (2000). A
satisfied customer tends to be more loyal to a brand/store over time than a customer
whose purchase is caused by other reasons such as time restrictions and information
deficits .

2.12.4 Theory of customer loyaltv (Ganesh et al., 2000)
Research on customer loyalty has steadily increased during the last 15 years
(e.g. Keaveney, 1995; Oliver, 1999). Despite a tradition of conceptual work on the
subject (Jacoby and Chestnut, 1978; Dick and Basu, 1994; Oliver, '1999), empirical
and conceptual approaches are still not in full accordance.
Dick and Basu ( 1994) describe loyalty an association between repeat purchase
and "relative attitude" and Oliver (1997), building up on this, states that loyalty
should comprise a cognitive, affective, conative and an action component.
The research agreed with Ganesh et al., (2000) who suggest that loyalty occurs
when customers are proactive about their "Behavior /11te11tio11" (the intent of a
customer to return to a retailer based on past experiences. Repeated return intentions
over time develop into loyalty). This implies that customer loyalty is not only related
to satisfaction and quality, but is moderated by customer behavior - which may or
may not be related to inherent personality characteristics of the customer.
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It represents the study by Ganesh et al., (2000), who inductively identified two
dimensions of loyalty. Active loyalty (including active behavioral intentions such as
up-buying and referral making) and Passive loyalty or called Reactive loyalty
(including reactive behavior such as price sensitivity or self-stated retention).
Although the derivation of the two distinct dimensions has been involuntary and
purely empirical, the distinction makes intuitive sense as it relates to different
locations of behavioral drives (internal vs. external). While the active dimension of
loyalty refers to behaviors that are driven by a static, current assessment of the service
provider, the passive dimension also involves aspects like switching costs and reaction
to changes in marketing variables.

2.12.5 Theory of customer loyalty (Sharyn Rundle-Thiele and Larry, 2001)
The researcher sought that the identification of loyalty dimensions has already
commenced and the research has historically identified two dimensions of loyalty,
namely attitudinal and behavioral loyalty.
But, in the past decade services marketing researchers have expanded the
traditional bi-dimensional definitions of loyalty to incorporate additional dimensions
of loyalty (Sharp, Rundle-Thiele, and Dawes 1997, Zeithaml 1996 and Bloemer, de
Ruyter and Wetzels 1998).
Like, Sharyn Rundle-Thiele and Larry (2001) suggested that loyalty is multidimensional concept, as it is not new and the traditional bi-dimensional definition
may be far from a complete picture of loyalty.
There are at least four dimensions of loyalty, namely attitudinal loyalty,
resistance to competing offers, situational loyalty and an individual's propensity to be
loyal which described below:-
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•

Attitudinal Loyalty: can be defined as a customer's attitudes towards loyal

or disloyal type behaviors towards the object of interest.

Measures of attitudinal

loyalty were sourced from Bennett and Rundle-Thiele (2000) and Sharp, RundleThiele and Dawes ( 1997) and include intention to engage in positive word of mouth
or (re) purchase.

•

Resistance to competing offers : occurs when customers are either

immune to or protected from competing offers (Ganesh, 2000; Hozier and Stem,
1985, Narayandas, 1998: de Ruyter, Walker and Knox, 1997 and Zeithaml, 1996).

•

Situatiollal loyalty : can be defined as the propensity to stay loyal through

a variety of purchase and consumption situations (Dubois and Laurent, 1999).
•

individual's propensity to be loyal : Loyalty has been operationalised as a

personality trait and these measures capture the consumer's propensity to be loyal.
Measures of a customer's propensity to be loyal were sourced from Bennett and
Rundle-Thiele (2000), and Raju (1980).

2. .13 Critical Analvsis and Selection of Generic Set of Sub-Variable of Customer
Lovalty

From the review of five different theories, the common variables are selected
to be detenninants of Customer Loyalty are Attitude and Behavior loyalty, because all
five theories had classified the main aspect of loyalty into two functions only, as
shown in Table 2.4.
\
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Table 2.7 Summary of Determinants of Custorner Loyalty by Five Theories

Theory
SUB Variable

•

Behavior Loyalty
Behavioral
Repeat Purchase
Behavioral Intention
Resistance to competing
offers
Situational loyalty
Individual's propensity
to be loyal
• Attitude Loyalty
Attitude-based
Relative Attitude
Attitudinal

Jacoby
and
Kyner
(1973)

x

Dick and
Basu
(1994)

x

E

Oliver
(1999)

Sharyn
RundleThiele and
Larry
(2001)

Ganesh
et al
(2000)

x

x

x

,..,,

x
x
x

~

x

x

x

x

2.14 Discussion of each of the Selected Generic Set of Sub-Variables
'

The detennination of the level of customer loyalty therefore is critical to Sales
Manager and Service Managers as it provides them with a measure of how sensitive
their loyal customer base is to their existing staff personnel (Bove & Johnson, 2002).

•

Attitude-Based approach : on the other hand, defines customer loyalty

as an attitude or intention to repurchase (Copeland, 1923; Fournier and Yao, 1997).
Example of operational measures of an attitudinal nature is preference, buying
intention, supplier prioritization and recommendation willingness.
"\

•

Belzavioral approach : customer loyalty is defined as a behavior of a

customer (Cunningham, 1961; Ehrenberg, 1988; Kahn et al., 1986).

Operational
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measures of this fom1 of loyalty are purchasing frequency, repeat buying behavior,
referral etc.

2.15 Theoretical Framework

Customer Loyalty
Salesperson's
Behavior

E
Customers
* Perceived Performance
*Word of Mouth
*Personal Needs
* Past experience

•Affective
•Cognitive

Behavioral
Intent:
• Conative

Behavioral
Service Quality

Figure 2.11 Theoretical Framework
Source: A. Parasuraman, V. A. Zeithaml, and L. L. Berry & Oliver R. L., 1999

The Theoretical Framework is drawn as based on the different theoretical
framework and studies that depicted in the Literature Review.

There are several

theoretical models that related to determine the Salesperson' Behavior and Service
Quality that reflected to Customer Loyalty Level. Figure 2.10 is the Framework that
represented the instruction and simplification process of studying on this'research and
analysis.
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2.16 Conceptual Framework

Independent Variables

Dependent Variables

,.,--·-·---·--·-·--··-,.·1

i
I

\

l
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Sales1Jerso11s'
I
Behaiiior S~v/e

!
i

I
1

1
f

I

+ Directive
+ Emotive
+ Supportive
+Reflective

i
lii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;'i•

;

I

"·----..----·-------·--·u
l)pe o(

Business
Cu .wo111 ers

\ E

s

Customer
Loyalty

• Attitude
• Behavior

• Active
• Inactive

Service Quality
1. Reliability
2. Responsive
3.Empathy
4. Assurance

Figure 2.12 The Conceptual Framework

For the purpose and objectives of the study, the conceptual framework
includes the relationships of a number of variables, namely the Type of Business
Customers in ten11s of Active and Inactive Customers, Salespersons' Behavior,
Service Quality as Independent Variables and Customer Loyalty in tenn of Attitudinal
and Behavioral Dimensions as Dependent Variables, as shown in the above Figure
2.12.
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2.16.1 Operationalization of the ]ndependent Variables and Dependent
Variable
\

I) Salespersons' Behmiior Profile - Conclusion of each person's natural and

modified behavioral characteristics and tell how to use them to maximize sales
productivity and customer satisfaction. Even the most skillful sales professionals will
not be successful it they cannot relate to your company and customers. The main
variable of Salespersons' Behavior Profile and Style are listed below:•

= Aggressive, Detennined, Impatient, Forceful, Ambitious,

Directive

Competitive, Strong-Willed, Decisive, Inquisitive, Task-oriented, Frank,

•

Emotive

l~1spiring,

•

= Lively,

Warm, Outspoken, Enthusiastic, Persuasive, Sociable,

Stimulating, Convincing, Infon11ality, Express emotional opinions

Supportive = Deliberate, Reserved, Listen, avoid conflict & risk,

Relaxed, Patient, Resistant to change, Consistent, Unassertive, Responsive,
Passive
•

Reflective

= Control emotional express10n, Careful, Diplomatic, Neat,

Exacting, Caution, Open-minded, Balanced Judgment, Tactful, Slow, Aloof
2) Service Quality Profile - It will be defined, as before they will consume, the
customers will think what they want it to happen, like what are the characteristic of
Salesperson, how salesperson will handle the problem and treat them or even answer
the questions. Expectation, it's an important element to perform the decision process.

•

Reliability = Accuracy, Honor promise, consistency of perfonnance and

dependability, accomplished on time, same manner, without en-or
•

Responsiveness = Willingness and readiness to response, Keep in touch,

Good listening and communication with customer
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•

Empathy = Caring, Individualized attention to customers, Sensitivity,

Sense of security, Approachability, Understand customer's needs
•

,

Assurance =Knowledge to serve customer, Competence, Inspire trust and

confi dence, Corniesy, Politeness, Respect, Friendliness

3) Customer Loyal()' - Attitudes or Feelings that incline a customer either to
return to a company, supplier, shop or outlet to purchase there again, or else to repurchase a particular product, service or brand.

It's unlike customer satisfaction,

which is an attitude; customer loyalty can be defined in te1ms of buying Behavior.
•

Attitude

= Preference, Buying intention, Intention to repurchase,

Recommendation wi llingness
•

Behavior

= Purchasing frequency, Referral making
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CHAPTER3
\

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter contains the research design, sampling procedure, research
instruments. techniques and procedures for gathering data, and followed by data
analysis procedures.

STH Company Limited was the focal point of this study and it a quantitative
research.

The quantitative work emphasized the importance of understanding

customer loyalty.

It's dependent variables in terms of attitude and behavior as

experienced by customers that influenced by salespersons' behavior and quality
service, independent variables.

3.1 Research Design

The research design of this study is diagnostic quantitative analysis of data

drawn from the descriptive survey method using a survey questionnaire. The measure
of central tendencies such as means and percentages are used to describe the profiles

of each of the key variables. To detem1ine the relationships of the variables of the

study correlational methods of analysis are sued.
Jinishcd the process within three months.

The researcher collected data and
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3.2 Respondents and Sampling Procedures

The sampling technique used in this study was Non-Probability Sampling.
Based on the list, everyone had equal chance to be selected. According to Agresti &
\

Fin lay ( l 997) the sample size represented the total selected group for the study.
There are three criteria to consider for an appropriate sample size that
represented a certain degree of accuracy, precision, confidence and variability. All of
these criteria indicated whether the derived sample could achieve a certain degree of
accuracy in estimation. The researcher attempted to have a 95% confidence interval
(0. 95 probability) of the sample size with a tolerance rate of error at 5%.

Table 3.l Sampling Size of Population

Region

Active
Customer

Inactive
Customer

Population

Bangkok

100

66

Central

50

North
South
Northeast
Total

Sample
Size

Percentage

166

76

37.62

34

84

38

17.14

49

33

37
40

25
26

82
62
66

38
28
30

17.62
13.33
14.29

276

184

460

210

(%)

100.00%

The respondents of this research were STH's business customers classified by
region or market segmentation for distributing product, and these included Bangkok,
Centra l, North, South and Northeast.

These were the business customers who

distributed the products to end-users. By year 2000, STH had listed 176 companies
that maintained in the system, and then increased to be 280 companies in Year 2001.
At the end of the year 2002, the total numbers of business customers reached 460
co mpanic~

as the popu lation of the study, shown on the Table 3. l
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T able 3.2 Sample Size

Population

Sample Size

Population

Sample Size

Population

Sample Size

10

10

120

92

340

181

15

14

130

97

360

186

20

19

140

103

380

191

25

24

150

108

400

196

30

28

160

113

420

201

35

32

170

118

440

205

40

36

180

123

460

210

45

40

190

127

480

214

50

44

200

132

500

217

55

48

210

136

550

226

60

52

220

140

600

234

65

56

230

144

650

252

70

59

240

148

700

248

75

63

250

152

750

254

80.

66

260

155

800

260

85

70

270

159

850

265

90

73

280

162

900

269

95

76

290

165

950

274

JOO

80

300

169

1000

278

110

86

320

175

1100

285

\

(95% confidential level with 5% of tolerance rate)
Source: R.V. Krejcic & D .W . Morgan (1970), Detennining Sample Size for research
activities, Educational and Psychology Measurement. Vol. No.3, pp. 607-610.

From the Table 3.1, the researcher expected at least 21 0 companies as a
sample size of respondents. As refen-ed to the research done by Krejcic & Morgan
( 1970) as shown in Table 3.2, it's reasonable quantity., The sample population in each

region was approximately 45.0% of the number of business customers in that region .
The samp ling procedure used in this research for selecting customer in each
region is simple random sampling, in which each respondent had equal chance of
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being selected from the list for each region.

The researcher had distributed all

questionnaires directly through each customer by STH's staff in each region.

3.3 The Instruments
\

The research instrument that was used in this study was the questionnaire
designed by the researcher to collect data about Salespersons' Behavior, Service
Quality and Customer Loyalty. All questions were presented in four parts that
composed of the following: -

Part I

- Demographic Profile of Respondent

Part 11

- Salespersons' Behavior

Part III

- Service Quality

Part IV

- Customer Loyalty

-

Part 1 consisted of questions that asked respondents in a multiple choices
scheme on demographic data. Part II consisted of questions used interval data in five
(5)-point scale of Likert for respondents to express their perception on Salespersons'
Behavior in the four different styles.

Part Ill consisted of questions used five (5)-

point scale of Like1i for respondents to express their perception as an evaluation on
Service Quality of AcerCare in tem1 of providing service. And, Part IV consisted the
questions still using the sai1i.e five (5)-point scale of Likert for respondents to indicate
their attitude and behavior toward loyalty level on STH Company. Sequentially, all
questions related to sub-variables are arranged on Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Arrangement of Questionnaire

Main Variable

Part

Demographic

J

Sub-Variable

Question No.

Type

1-6

Multiple Choice

7

Opened-End

NIA

Profile

\

JI

Salespersons·

D = Directive

8-11

(5) Likert Scale

Behavior

E =Emotive

12-15

(5) Likert Scale

S = Supportive

16-19

(5) Liker! Scale

R =Reflective

20-23

(5) Likert Scale

1. Reliability

24-27

(5) Likert Scale

28-31

(5) Likert Scale

32-35

(5) Likert Scale

4. Assurance

36-39

(5) Likert Scale

A= Attitude

40-44

(5) Likert Scale

B =Behavior

45-49

(5) Likert Scale

50

Multiple Choice

Service quality

III

2. Responsiveness
3. Empathy

Customer Loyalty

IV

,

'\!i

')

~

NIA

Before launching the questionnaire, the Pilot Test was conducted as a research
instrument in this study in order to test reliability in the collection data about
Salespersons' Behavior, Service Quality, and Customer Loyalty. The questionnaire
had been pre-tested by 20 volunteer respondents to test the understanding of wording,
meani ng and sequence of the questions. The questionnaire was translated in Thai in
order to ensure that the volunteer respondents clearly understood and were
comfortable in answering the questions in their native language.
The researcher used (Cronbach's coefficient) Alpha Coefficient's Scale for
testing the reliability of questionnaires. The results of the test demonstrated that this
'

questionnaire had good reliability, as evidenced below by Alpha Coefficient's Scale
near I .00.
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1. Salesperson's Behavior (16 questions)

\

Directive Style

: Alpha Coefficient's Scale = 0.6929

Emotive Style

: Alpha Coefficient's Scale= 0.7607

Supportive Style : Alpha Coefficient's Scale= 0.7684
Reflective Style

: Alpha Coefficient's Scale= 0.7630

2. Service Quality ( 16 questions)

Reliability

: Alpha Coefficient's Scale= 0.8514

Responsiveness

: Alpha Coefficient's Scale= 0.8038

Assurance

: Alpha Coefficient's Scale= 0. 7978

Empathy

: Alpha Coefficient's Scale= 0.8829

3. Customer Loyalty (10 questions)
Attitudinal Loyalty: Alpha Coefficient's Scale= 0.8692
Behavioral Loyalty: Alpha Coefficient's Scale= 0.81 47

4. Total all 42 Questions

: Alpha Coefficient's Scale = 0.841 9

Then questio1maires were launched to collect the data in July 2003 in each
region by post mail, delivery order and through salespersons at branch.

The

distributed questionnaires and returned questionnaires were 210 copies, all 210 of
which were completed questionnaires and retrieved as expected, it's a 100% retrieval.

3.4 Data Collection - Techniques & Procedures

3.4.1. Data Collection Techniques:
The survey questionnaires were mailed, faxed and personally distributed using

all means to reach all the identified respondents. And it was a combination of Thai

and English in one set of questionnaire.
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3.4.2. Data Collection Procedures:1. Before doing the study, the researcher talked and discussed about the

purpose of this study with the General Manager, STH Company Limited.
\

2. To conduct data collection, the researcher submitted the fonnal letter to
GM for infonning and asking permission to launch the questionnaire.

3. To collect data from the business customers they were infom1ed about
the purpose of this study so that they could respond to the question freely.
4. The researcher as one of the staff of STH personally distributed and

also collected all questionnaires from salesperson in each region within
working days in the company.
5. The collection of the secondary data had gathered from multiple
sources that including - libraries, journals, newspaper, article, and Internet.

3.5 Data Analvsis

··

-

The collected data from all collected questionnaires were collated, arranged,
inputted and analyzed by using the software application programming called
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). The evaluation and analysis had been
conducted by using different methods to answer the research questions as follows:

Questionnaire Part I - The descriptive statistics for frequency distribution

·such as means, median, mode, range, standard deviation and etc., were used in
describe the demographic profile of customers such as gender, age, education, region,
frequency and reason to buy.
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Research Objective l - Average weighted means was used for measuring the

perception of respondents as an evaluation on Salespersons' Behavior, Service
Quality and Customer Loyalty. The arbitrary level and descriptive rating used for
clas~i fying

the level of respondents' evaluation were as the following:-

Table 3.4 Arbitrary Level

Arbitrary Level

4.21 - 5.00
3.4 1 - 4 .20

'

Descriptive Rating
S\ \\~

~'·.)

Strongly Agree

'" ....

Agree

\,J

2.61 - 3.40

Neutral

l .81 - 2.60

Disagree ·

l.00- l.80

Strongly Disagree

..

?"-_;
Reference : Statistics for research; Professor Rumpai Sithsawat na Ayuthaya,

Mahidol University, 1983

Research Objective 2 & 3 - Pearson correlation coefficient was used to find

out the correlational relationship between Salespersons' Behavior and Customer
Loyalty as well as find out the correlational relationship between Service Quality and
Customer Loyalty.
The Coffelation Coefficients generally range between -1.00 to +1.00 which
could be interpreted as follows:-
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Tahle 3.5 Pearson Correlation Coefficient Range

Range

\

-

Correlation

-0. 76 to -1.00

Perfect negative correlation

-0.51 to -0. 75

Strongly negative correlation

-0.26 to - 0.50

Moderate negative correlation

-0.01 to -0.25

Weak negative correlation

0.00

No correlation

+0.01 to +0.25

Weak positive correlation

+0.26 to +0.50

Moderate positive correlation

+0.51 to +O. 75

Strongly positive correlation
,...,

+0.76 to + l.00

\

Perfect positive correlation

Reference : Statistics for research; Professor Rumpai Sithsawat na Ayuthaya,
Mahidol University, 1983

S

Research Objective 4 - Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was
used for analyzing the relationship between Type of Business Customers toward
Salesperson s' Behavior, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty.

Research Objective 5 - Pearson correlation coefficient was used to find out
which one of Salespersons' Behavior Style and Service Quality Dimension had the
most significant relationships to Customer Loyalty as refer to early above mentioned

Correlation Coefficients range.

St Gabriefs Library. An
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CHAPTER4

\

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS

This chapter presents the findings ofresearch objectives and hypotheses of the
respondents' attitude and perception. It consists of the analysis of the data obtained
from questionnaires on demographic profile, salespersons' behavior, sen1ice quality
and cust,orner loyalty. The presentation and analysis of findings are organized into
t\:VO

parts.

The first part is on the results of the descriptive statistics of the

respondents and the second part is on Inferential Statistics.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics

The descriptive statistics was used to summarize the characteristics of the
respondents as well as the profiles of the three major variables on Salespersons'
behav ior,- Service Quality and Customer Loyalty and are presented in the follows:
• Frequency table for Demographic Profile
• Sa lespersons' Behavior Profile analysis
• Service Quality Determ inant analysis
• Customer Loyalty analysis
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4.1. J Demographic Profile of Business Customers
The first question of this research was focused on the demographic profile of
respondents. The frequency table for summary of respondents by gender is described

Table 4.1 Frequency Table for Summary of Respondents by Gender

Gender
Male
Female
Total

Frequency
115
95

Percentage
54.76
45.24

210

100.00

17
Table 4.1, out of the 210 respondents, showed there were 115 respondents or
54. 76%

~f respondents

were males and only 95 respondents or 45.24% of respondents

-

\Vere fema les.

Table 4.2 Frequency Table for Summary of Respondents by Age

Age
Under 20 years
20-30 years
31-40 years
41-50 years
Above 50 years
Total

Frequency
9
84
'f>_J 86 l,'G~
30
1
210
cl

-

)

Percentage
04.29
40.00
40.95
14.29
00.47
100.00

Table 4.2 showed the demographic characte1istic of the respondents. Out of
2 10 respondents, 86 respondents or 40.95% were those whose age were between 3140 years old, followed by the age between 20-30 years old (40%).

Only 30

respondents whose age \Vas 41- 50 years old (14.29%). It's only nine (9 or 4 .29%)

were less than 20 years old and only 1 respondent or 00.47% of respondents whose
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age above 50 years old. Thus, the greater number of the respondents was between 20
to 40 years old, right at the prime oflife.

Tab~e

4.3 Frequency Table for Summary of Respondents by Education

Education Level
M.3
M.6/Diploma
Bachelor Degree
Master Degree

Frequency
8
24
12 7
36

Others

15

Total

210

Percentage
03.81
1] .43
60.48
17.14
07.14
100.00

The profile of education background of respondents is shown in Table 4.3.
Out of 210 respondents, 12 7 respondents or 60.48% obtained Bachelor Degree.
fol lowed by 36 respondents or 17 .14% obtained Master Degree, 24 respondents or
11.43% obtained Diploma or M.6 Certificate.

There were only 8 respondents or

3.81 % obtained M.3 Certificate.

Table 4.4 Freq uency Table for Summary of Respondents by Region

Company Location
Bangkok
Central
North
South
Northeast
Total

Frequency
76
38
38

28
30
210

Percentage
36.19
18.10
18.10
13.33
14.28
100.00

The location of 210 respondents is shown in Table 4.4. Most of respondents
(7() respondents or 36. 19cYu) were those business customers located in BKK area.
Onl y >8 respo ndents or 18.10% of respondents were both located in the North and
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Central areas. The rest of the respondents (30 respondents or 14.28%) were business
customers located in the No1iheast area while 28 respondents or 13.33% were those
business customers located in South of Thailand.
\

Table 4.5 Frequency Table for Summary of Respondents by Frequency of Purchase

Frequency
0-1 times/month
1-2 times/month
3-4 times/month
5-6 times/month
Over 6 times
Total
~·

Frequency

Percentage

23

10.95
17.62
23.33
19.05
29.05

"' r1

I

\I

37
49
40
61
210

100.00

On Table 4.5 is shown the frequency of purchase per month. Most respondents
(61 respondents or 29.05%) were those business customers who purchased products
from STH more than 6 times per month while 49 respondents or 23.33% of
respondents were those business customers who purchased products from STH 3-4
times per month. Then, 40 respondents followed this or 19.05% of respondents were
those busin ess customers who purchased products from STH 5-6 times per month.
\Vh i le the frequency of purchase at 1-2 times per month and 0-1 times per month were
3 7 respondents ( 17 .62%) and 23 respondents (10.95%), respectively.

Ta hie 4.6 Frequency Table for Summary of Respondents by Type of Customers

Type of customers
Inactive Customer
Active Customer
Total

Frequency

60
150
210

Percentage
28.57
71.43
100.00
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To answer the Research Question No.1: What is the type of business
customers? The findings showed that the types of customers classified into two
groups: a] the active customer and b] the inactive customer. Those who purchased
with o,t:he frequency of purchase of at least 3-4 times per month are Active Customers
and the number was 150 respondents or 71.43%. It means that the business customer
who has the frequency of purchase at only 0-1 times and 1-2 times per month were

Inactive Customer (60 respondents or 28.57%) as shown on Table 4.6.

Table 4. 7 Frequency Table for Summary of Respondents by Reason to Buy

Reason to buy
Salesperson's Behavior
Service Quality
Total

Frequency
108
102
210

Percentage
.SJ.43

48.57
100.00

As shown in Table 4.7, out of 210 respondents, 108 respondents or 51.43%
were those business customers who made decision to buy product as based on
Salesperson's Behavior.

Whereas 102 respondents or 48.57% of respondents are

those business customers who made decision to buy product as based on Service
Quality
In an opened-end question, respondents were asked which the factors
influence them to purchase the product from STH Company. From the responses, the
researcher found out that there were 10 factors that influence the decision making to
buy the product, as shown in Table 4.8.
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Table 4.8 Frequency Table for Summary of Respondents by Factors Influence
Decision-Making

\

Factors influence

Frequency

Percentage

Salespeople
Service Quality
Relationship
Trust/Commitment
Quality of Product
Price
Promotion Program
Distribution/Transportation
Customer's Demand
Brand Name
f\ \
Total
\

33
30
22
21

15.71
14.28
10.48
10.00
10.00
09.52
08.10
08.10
08.10
05.71
100.00

I

21

I

20
17
17
17
12
210

I

Of the 10 factors, Salesperson (33 respondents or 15.71 %)-and Service Quality
(30 respondents or 14.28%) were considered as most influential factors that business
customers would think about before making purchase decision to buy a product. The
next three factors were Relationship (22 respondents or 10.48%), followed by Trust/
Commitment and Quality of Product with the same number of respondents (21
respondents or 10%). Then, Price (20 respondents or 9.52%.) and the rest of the
factors chosen by 17 respondents or 8.10% of respondents were Promotion Program,
Distribution or Transportation and Customer's Demand. The last factor was Brand
Name chosen by 12 respondents or 5.71% ofrespondents.

It is interesting to note in the above list of factors, "Salespeople" got the
highest number of respondents that considered it as most influential to business
customers in making choices to purchase a product.
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4.1.2 Perception of Respondents on Salespersons' Behavior Profile
This section explores the summary of respondents on Salespersons' Behavior
Profile in terms of Directive, Emotive, Supportive and Reflective Style with the level
of it.\
This discussion 1s based on the Research Question No.2: What is
Salespersons' Behavior Profile?

The Descriptive Statistics and Arbitrary Level

used to find out the answer and the rating on the perceptions of respondents toward
each salesperson's behavior style, as follows:

Arbitrary Level

Descriptive Rating

4.2 1 -5.00

Strongly Agree (SA)

3.41 - 4.20

Agree (A)

2. 61-3.40

Neutral I Undecided (UND)

1.81 - 2.60

Disagree (D)

1.00- 1.80

Strongly Disagree (DA)

-

From the figures displayed m Table 4.9, the overall perception on
Salespersons' Behavior Profile with the average mean of 3.7500 and standard
deviation of 0.5400, fell in the "Agreed" level.

Table 4.9 Degree of Salespersons' Behavior on each style

Item
Directive Style
Emotive Style
Supportive Style
Reflective Style
Salespersons' Behavior Profile

Mean
3.5048 .
3.8679
3.7214
3.9155

SD
.6557
.6269
.6408
.6228

Rating

3.7500

.5400

A

A
A
A
A
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Of lhc four styles, the mean value of Reflective style as rated by the
respondents was highest at 3.9155 comparing with other salespersons' behavior
styles.

This was followed by the Emotive, Supportive and Directive style as

rcpr~sented

by 3.8679, 3.7214 and 3.5048, respectively. All four styles were rated on

Agreed level. This implied that the most preferred Salespersons' Behavior style is
Renective Style.
Reviewing the profiles of each of the four styles, the following tables show the
varied responses on the items under each style.

Table 4.10 Perception on Directive style

RSJ -,, .

0
,..._

!;

i

Item

i action, respond quickly and go straight

I to the point.
!

Mean

SD

3.83

.82

3.70

.90

3.23

.96

UND

3.25

.95

UND

3.5048

.6557

A

Rating

* Salesperson is motivated to initiate

1

ll

A

IJ

A

* Salesperson is businesslike, task-

Ioriented, time-disciplined, and rapid
I follow up .

* Salesperson desires to control
situations by using technique of force.
I * Salesperson is frank, determined and
is generally in charge of every facet of
the operation.
Directive Style ~p .. ~;

l

-

Table4.10 showed the overall perception ofrespondents on Directive style was
"Agreed" with the average mean of 3.5048 and standard deviation of 0.6557.

In

detail. there were only 2 items that the respondents rated at the "agreed" level that the
statement or "Salesperson is motivated to initiate action, respond quickly and go
straight to the point" was rated at the highest mean, which equaled to 3.83.

In

contrast, there were also 2 items that the respondents could not decide or Neutral
level.

The statements were "Salesperson desires to control situations by using
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technique of force·· and '"Salesperson is frank, determined and is generally in charge
of every facet of the operation", which mean equaled to 3.23 and 3.25, respectively.

Table 4.11 Perception on Emotive style

Item

r

I * Sa lesperso n likes to approach
customer, solicit help, enthusiastic and
attract attention to customer.
* Salesperson prefers to deal with
customer and ready to share personal
point of view.
* Salesperson aware and understand the
needs of customer.
* Salesperson is expressive and willing
I to spend time maintainiJ1g and enjoying
contact with customer.
,

Emotive Style

Mean

SD

Rating

3.89

.90

A

3.73

.84

A

3.89

.77

A

3.96

.76

A

3.8679

.6269

A

Table 4.11 showed the overall perception of respondents on Emotive style was
"Agreed" with the average mean of 3.8679 and standard deviation of 0.6269. All
items V·lere rated at the same level as the statement of "Salesperson is expressive and
willing lo spend time maintaining and enjoying contact with customer" was rated at
the highest mean that equaled to 3.96. In contrast, "Salesperson prefers to deal with
customer and ready to share personal point of view" was rated at the lowest level,
which mean equaled to 3.73.
For .)'upportive Style, Table 4. 12, the respondents' overall perception fell in the
''Agreed" level with an average mean of 3.5048 and standard deviation of 0.6557. All
items were rated at the same level as the statement of "Salesperson might compromise
with customer and reduce conflict" was rated at the highest mean that equaled to 3.98.
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Jn contrast, "Salesperson is exhibited by a passive and unassertive acquiescence in
approach to customer" was rated at the lowest level, which mean equaled to 3.44.

Table 4.12 Perception on Suppmtive style

Item

Mean

SD

Rating

3.60

.93

A

3.98

.77

A

.84

A

* Salesperson appears to be quiet,
reserved, unassuming, and listen
attentively to customer.
* Salesperson might compromise with
customer and reduce conflict.
* Salesperson is exhibited by a passive
and unassertive acquiescence in
approach to customer.
* Salesperson completes task in a quiet
manner and makes decisions in a
thoughtful and deliberate manner.
Supportive Style

3.44

,_

-

3.86

.79

A

3.7214

.6408

A

Mean

SD

Rating

.84

A

3.92

.81

A

4.05

.79

A

3.85

.81

A

3.9155

.6228

A

Table 4.13 Perception on Reflective style

Item

* Salesperson works within the area of

I

personal discretion to ensure that
standards are met.
* Salesperson gathers all the facts and
attempts to make decision free of
personal and emotional considerations.
* Salesperson control emotional
expression and shows preference for
orderliness.
* Salesperson is usually stickler for
detail, systematic, persistent, and
problem solver.
Reflective Style

3.84

II"
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Table 4.13 showed the overall perception of respondents on Reflective style
\:vas "Agreed" with the average mean of 3.9155 and standard deviation of 0.6228. All
items were rated at the same level as the statement of "Salesperson control emotional
expression and shows preference for orderliness" was rated at the highest mean that
equaled to 4.05.

Jn contrast, "Salesperson works within the area of personal

discretion to ensure that standards are met" was rated at the lowest level, which mean

equaled to 3.84.
Except for Directive Style, all the items of the three other styles - Emotive,
Supportive and Reflective obtained means at the "Agreed" level. This means that the
preference of respondents were more towards a more personal orientation of
salesperson's behavior.

4.1.3 Perception of Respondents on Service Qualitv Determinant
This section presents the summary of respondents on Service Quality
Determinant in tenns of Reliability, Responsiveness, Empathy and Assurance with the
degree of each dimension.
The discussion focuses on the answers to the Research Question No.5 : What
is Ser·vice Quality Determinant? The Descriptive Statistics was used to find out the
answer and the Arbitrary Level was used for rating the perceptions of respondents
toward each dimension, as already mentioned earlier.

Table 4.14 : Degree of Service Quality on each Dimension

I

IReliability

Item

Responsiveness

I Empathy

I Assurance
i

I

Service Quality Determinant

Mean
3.3976
3.4548
3.4012
3.5917

SD
.7090
.6551
.6900
.7657

Rating
UND
A

3.4613

.6424

A

UND
A
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From the above figures in Table 4. J 4 that the average mean and standard
dev iation were valued at 3.4613 and 0.6424 on the overall perception on Service
Quality Determinant which is at the "Agreed" level.
\

Of the four dimensions, the mean value of Assurance rated by the respondents

eq ual ed to 3.5917, which was the highest value compared to other service quality
dimensions. Responsiveness, Empathy and Reliability followed this with mean value
represented by 3.4548, 3.4012 and 3.3976 respectively.

It' s only Assurance and

Responsiveness that perceived at "Agreed" level by the respondents. The remaining
two dimensions were rated on "Neutral" or "Undecided" level, with Reliability being
rated at the lowest mean.

Table 4.15 Perception on Reliability

Item

Mean

* Service staff promises to do something
, by a certain time, it does so.
' 1' When I have a problem, Service staff
will show a sincere interest in solving it.
* Service staff perfom1s the service
, correctly and accurately at first.
* Service staff handles problem &
perfo1111s job as promised.
Reliability
If
~

SD

Rating

3.43

.87

A

3.44

.84

A

3.33

.83

UND

3.39

.86

UND

3.3976

.7090

UND

'J<J'IJ
Table 4. 15 showed the overall perception of respondents on Reliability was
"U ndecided' " with the average mean of 3.3976 and standard deviation of 0.7090.
There were 2 items that the respondents could not decided or "Neutral" level.
consisted of the statement of "Service staff
promised" mean value at 3.39 and

handle~

It

problem & perfonns job as

"Service staff perfonns the service correctly and

accurately at first" represented the lowest mean of 3.33. For the remaining items,
they were rnted al the same level, "Agreed" level. And, the statement of "When I
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have a problem, Service staff will show a sincere interest in solving it" was rated at
the highest mean that equaled to 3.44.

Tab{c 4.16 Perception on Responsiveness

Item

* Service staff tel Is the customer exactly
· when the services will be perfonned.

* Service staff gives the customer prompt
and efficient service.
* Service staff gives the customer prompt
and efficient service.
* Service staff is not too busy to respond
to the customer's requests.
Responsiveness

Mean

SD

Rating

3.45

.83

A

3.48

.82

A

3.57

.80

A

3.32

.85

UND

3.4548

.6551

A

Table 4.16 showed the overall perception of respondents on Responsiveness
was "Agreed" with the average mean of 3.4548 and standard deviation of 0.6551. In
contrast, there was only 1 item that the respondents rated "Undecided" or "Neutral"
level. which was the statement of "Service staff is not too busy to respond to the
customer's requests" represented the lowest mean of 3.32. For the remaining items,
they were rated at the same level , "Agreed" level. And, the statement of "Service
staff gives the customer prompt and efficient service" was rated at the highest mean
that equaled to 3.57.
As shown in Table 4.17, the overall perception of respondents on Empathy
was ''Undecided" with the average mean of 3.4012 and standard deviation of 0.6900.
There were 2 items that the respondents could not decided or "Neutral" level.

It

consisted the statement of "Service staff understands what the customer wants and
offers services without waiting to be asked" mean value at 3.38 and "Service staff
gives the customer individual attention" represented the lowest mean of 3.33. For the
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remaining items were rated at the same level, "Agreed" level. And, the statement of
"Service staff has the customer's best interest at heart" was rated at the highest mean
that eq ualed to 3.48.
\

Table 4.17 Perception on Empathy
Item

Mean

* Service staff gives the customer
individual attention.
*Service staff treats customer is equally.

* Service staff has the customer's best
interest at heart.
* Service staff understands what the
customer wants and offers services
without waiting to be asked.

SD

Rating

3.33

.81

UND

3.42

.90

A

3.48

.82

A

.95

UND

3.4012

.6900

UND

Mean

SD

Rating

3.35

.91

UND

3.48

.88

A

3.75

.86

A

3.79

.92

A

3.5917

.7657

A

-

Empathy

3.38

11;;>

Table 4.18 Perception on Assurance

,, f"r

Item

* Service staff possesses the skills to

I

serve customer and also instills
confidence in customer.
* Customer can trust the infonnation and
kno\:vledge of products that given by
-Service staff.
* Service staff is consistently courteous &
polite with customer.
* Servi ce staff can answer the customer's
questions as friendly and happy to serve
the customer.

Assurance

Table 4.18 showed the overall perception of respondents on Assurance was
"Agreed" wi rh the average mean of 3.5917 and standard deviation of 0.7657.

In

con!rast. there was only l item that the respondents rated as Undecided or "Neutral"
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level , which was the statement of "Service staff possesses the skills to serve customer
and also instills confidence in customer" represented the lowest mean of 3.35. For the
remaining items, they were rated at- the same level, "Agreed" level.
stat~11ent

And, the

of "Service staff can answer the customer's questions as friendly and happy

to serve the customer" was rated at the highest mean that equaled to 3.79.

4.1 .4 Perception of Respondents on Customer Loyalty
The fol10\1ving discussion refers to the answers to the Research Question No.3

: ·what is Customer Loyalty? This section indicates the summary of respondents on
Customer Loyalty in tenns of Attitude and Behavior which also shown the degree on
each of it by using the Descriptive Statistics and the Arbitrary Level as above
mentioned.

/,.;;,

Q..
Tab le 4.19 Degree of Customer Loyalty on each variable

Loyalty

! Attitude
Behavior
I

Customer Loyalty

Mean

SD

3.19
3.35

.63
.66

3.2676

.6145

Rating
UND
UND
UND

As displayed in the above figures in Table 4.19 that the average mean and
standard deviation were valued at 3 .2676 and 0.6145 the overall Attitude and
Behavior on Customer Loyalty fell in the "Neutral" or "Undecided level".
Jn each factor, the mean value of figure as shown, had the mean value of
Behavior identified by the respondents was equaled to 3.35, with a rating on
Undecided or Neutral level. It was the highest value. For the Attitude dimension of
loyalty, the mean value was 3.19 with rated level on "Neutral" or "Undecided" level.
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Table 4.20 Degree of Attitudinal Loyalty

Item

* J intend to continue to be customer and
'(lo more business.
* I consider this company as my first
choice \vhen J need IT products.
* For me, this company is the best
alternative (supplier).
/ * I expect to buy and stay with this
company for a Jong period of time.
* I would recommend this company to
others.
Attitude Loyalty
-

..\~r

--I

Mean
3.70

SD
.76

Rating
A

2.99

.79

UND

2.85

.84

UND

3.13

.75

UND

3.27

.72

UND

3.1895

.6264

UND

Table 4.20 showed the respondents' overall degree on Attitude Loyalty was
"Neutral" or "Undecided" with the average mean of 3.1895 and standard deviation of
0.6264. ·There were 4 items rated at the same level as the statement of "For me, this
company is the best alternative (supplier)" was rated at the lowest mean that equaled
to 2.85. In contrast, the statement of "I intend to continue to be customer and do more
business" was rated at the highest level, which mean equaled to 3.70.

Table 4.21 Degree of Behavioral Loyalty

Item

/ * I encourage others to do business with
L this

SD
.81

Rating
UND

3.41

.77

A

3.48

.82

A

2.87

1.01

UND

3.60

.93

A

3.3457

.6605

UND

company.

* I recommend this company to someone
who seeks my advice.
* I purchase products from company 35
regular basis.
* I rarely take chances by buying
unfamiliar supplier.
* I have purchased products from this
company for many years.

L.

Mean
3.36

Behavior Loyalty
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Table 4.21 showed the respondents' overall degree on Behavior Loyal~v was
"Neutral" or "Undecided" with the average mean of 3.3457 and standard deviation of

0.6605.

Of the two items rated at this level, the statement of "I rarely take chances

by b\fying unfami liar supplier" was rated at the lowest mean that equaled to 2.87. In

contrast, there were 3 items that were rated at the "Agree" level, with the statement of
"I have purchased products from this company for many years" obtaining the highest
mean of 3.60.

4.2 Infer·ential Statistic

ERSJ -,,

lnferential Statistic is concerned with determining how likely it is that result
based on, a sample or samples are the same results that have been obtained for the
entire popul ation. It's used to make an inference about a population from a sample,
(Gay et al., 1996).

4.2. l The relationship of Salesperson's Behavior and Customer Loyaltv
Hypothesis 1: There are significant relationships between Salespersons'
Behavior in terms of Directive, Emotive, Supportive, Reflective Style, and Customer
Loyalty in tenm of Attitude and Behavior. (Research Question: 4)
To test the relationship between variables, the Bivariate Correlation test
(Pearson's Correlation) was used. And the correlation results acquiring from the
test were inte111reted according to ColTelation Coefficient Range as follows:
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Correlation Coefficients

\

Correlation Level

- 0. 76 to - 1.00

Perfect negative correlation

- 0.51 to - 0.75

Strong negative correlation

- 0.26 to - 0.50

Moderate negative correlation

- 0.01 to - 0.25

Weak negative correlation

0.00

No correlation

+ 0.01 to+ 0.25

Weak positive correlation

+ 0.26 to+ 0.50

Moderate positive correlation

+ 0.51 to+ 0.75
+ 0. 76 to + 1. 00

\ E

Strong positive correlation
Perfect positive correlation

As the significance level of this study was set at 0.05, the null hypothesis

\1vmild be rejected when Sig. (2-tailed) or p-value was less than a.
H 0 1:

There 1s no significant relationship between Salespersons' Behavior
and Customer Loyalty in tem1s of Attitude and Behavior.

H;i 1:

There is a significant relationship between Salespersons' Behavior and
Customer Loyalty in tem1s of Attitude and Behavior.

Table 4.22 Correlation between Salespersons' Behavior and Customer Loyalty

Salesperson's Behavior
Style

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000
.419

Sig. (2-tailed)
.ustomcr

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000
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Table 4.22 showed the overall correlation coefficient between Salespersons'
Behavior Style and Customer Loyalty was 0.440, and its p-value was 0.000, which
was less than the level of significance of 0.05. Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected.
This, implied that there was a significant relationship between overall Salespersons'
Behavior Style and overall Customer Loyalty at the moderate positive correlation.
The better Salespersons' Behavior Style perfonned, the higher Customer Loyalty was
likel y to occur.

Jn detail, there were significant relationships between Salespersons' Behavior
Style and Customer Loyalty in tem1s of Attitude and Behavior. Since the p-values of
these variables were equaled to 0.000, which was less than the 0.05 significance level,
the null hypothesis was rejected. · And the correlation coefficient between
Salesper~ons'

Behavior Style and Customer Loyalty in tenns of Attitude and

Behavior exhibited the value between 0.41 9-0.421, which were in the moderate
positive c01Telation. This meant that the better of each Salesperson's Behavior Style
performed~

the higher Attitude and Behavior Loyalty were also likely to occur.

To look deeper in the relationship between each Salespersons' Behavior Style
and Customer Loyalty, the researcher can set the sub-hypothesis for testing as the

following:-

Sub-Hvpothesis 1
Ho:

There is no significant relationship between Salespersons' Directive
Style and Customer Loyalty in tenns of Attitude and Behavior.

Ha:

There is a significant relationship between Salespersons' Directive
Style and Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.
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Table 4.23 Correlation between Directive Style and Customer Loyalty

\

Directive Style
earson orre at10n
Sig. (2-tailed)
Sig. (2-tailed)

.000
.3 1
.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

ln Table 4.23, the result from testing of sub-hypothesis 1 showed that the
overall customer loyalty value of Pearson correlations is equaled to 0.386, which
meant moderate positive con-elation. It's statistically significant at 95% confidence
level (alpha value is 0.05). The Significant value (2-tailed) was 0.000 that less than
0.05. S~, the null hypothesis, was rejected which meant that there was a relationship
between Salespersons' Directive Style and Customer Loyalty.
And, the result also indicated that there were significant correlation between
Directive Style and Attitude Loyalty, as well as there were significant correlation
between Directive Style and Behavior Loyalty, because the significant value was
0.000 for both Attitude and Behavior Loyalty, then rejected the null hypothesis at
signifi cant 0.05 level.

lt could be explained that Directive Style had moderate

positive correlation with both Attitude and Behavior Loyalty as represented by
Pearson Correlation value were 0.376 and 0.361 respectively. Then, significant at
95% confidence level and the significant value was less than 0.05, the null hypotheses

was rejected. Therefore it could be concluded that there was a significant relationship
between Salespersons' Directive Style and Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and
Behavior Loyalty.
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Sub-Hypothesis 2
Ho:

There is no significant relationship between Salespersons' Emotive
Style and Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.

, Ha:

There is a significant relationship between Salespersons' Emotive
Style and Customer Loyalty in tem1s of Attitude and Behavior.

On Table 4.24, the result from testing of sub-hypothesis 2 is shown that the
overall customer loyalty value of Pearson Con-elation is equaled to 0.420, which
meant moderate positive con-elation. It's statistically significant at 95% confidence
level (alpha value is 0.05). The Significant value (2-tailed) was 0.000 that less than
0.05.

Thus the null hypothesis was rejected, which meant that there was a

relations!1ip between Salespersons' Emotive Style and Customer Loyalty.

Table 4.24 C01Telation between Emotive Style and Customer Loyalty

Emotive Style
.000
.421
.000
Sig. (2-tailed)

And, the result also indicated that there were significant correlation between
Emotive Style and Attitude Loyalty, as well as there were significant correlation
bet\:veen Emotive Style and Behavior Loyalty, because the significant value was 0.000

for both Attitude Loyalty and Behavior Loyalty, thus the null hypothesis was rejected,
as the value was significant at 0.05 level. It could be explained that Emotive Style
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had moderate positive correlation with both Attitude and Behavior Loyalty as
represented by Pearson Correlation value were 0.381 and 0.421 respectively. Then,
significant at 95%1 confidence level and the significant value was less than 0.05, the
null ,hypotheses was rejected.

Therefore it could be concluded that there was a

significant relationship between Salespersons' Emotive Style and Customer Loyalty

in terms of Attitude and Behavior.

Sub-Hvpothesis 3

Ho:

There is no significant relationship between Salespersons' Supportive
Style and Customer Loyalty in te1ms of Attitude and Behavior.

Ha:

There is a significant relationship between Salespersons' Supportive
Style and Customer Loyalty in tem1S of Attitude and Behavior.

Table 4.25 CoJTelation between Supportive Style and Customer Loyalty

Supportive Style
Sig. (2-tailed)

Be rnvlOr
Sig. (2-tailed)

.000
.431
.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

The result from testing of sub-hypothesis 3 1s shown on Table 4.25, the
overa 11 customer loyalty value of Pearson con-elations is equaled to 0.450, which
meant moderate positive correlation. It's statistically significant at 95% confidence
level (alpha value is 0.05). The Significant value (2-tailed) was 0.000 that less than
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0.05.

Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected, which meant that there was a

relationship between Salespersons' Supportive Style and Customer Loyalty.
And, the result also indicated that there were significant correlation between
Sup~ortive

Style and Attitude Loyalty, as well as there were significant correlation

between Supportive Style and Behavior Loyalty, because the significant value was
0.000 for both Attitude Loyalty and Behavior Loyalty, thereby rejected the null
hypothesis at significant 0.05 level. It could be explained that Supportive Style had
moderate positive correlation with both Attitude and Behavior Loyalty as represented
by Pearson Conelation value were 0.428 and 0.431 respectively. Then, significant at

95% confidence level and the significant value was Jess than 0.05, the null hypotheses
r~jected.

Therefore it could be concluded that there was a relationship between

Salesper~ons'

Supportive Style and Customer Loyalty in tenns of Attitude and

was

Behavior.

Sub-Hvpothesis 4
Ho:

There is no significant relationship between Salespersons' Reflective
Style and Customer Loyalty in tenm of Attitude and Behavior.

Ha:

There is a significant relationship between Salespersons, Reflective
Style and Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.

In Table 4.26, the result from testing of sub-hypothesis 4 showed that the
overall customer loyalty value of Pearson coffelations is equaled to 0.237, which
meant weak positive conelation. It's statistically significant at 95% confidence level
(alpha value is 0.05). The Significant value (2-tailed) was 0.001 that less than 0.05.
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Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected, which meant that there was a relationship
bet\iveen Salespersons' Reflective Style and Customer Loyalty.

Tab~e

4.26 Correlation between Reflective Style and Customer Loyalty

Reflective Style
Sig. (2-tailed)

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000
.209
.002

.. oya ty
Sig. (2-tailed)

And, the result also indicated that there were significant correlation between
Reflective Style and Attitude Loyalty, as well as there were significant correlation
between Reflective Style and Behavior Loyalty, because the significant value was
0.000 for Attitude Loyalty and the significant value was 0.002 for Behavior Loyalty,
then reject the null hypothesis at significant 0.05 level. It could be explained that
Reflective Style had weak positive correlation with both Attitude and Behavior
Loyalty as represented by Pearson Co1Telation value were 0.244 and 0.209
respectively. Then, significant at 95% confidence level and the significant value was
less than 0.05, the null hypotheses was rejected. Therefore it could be concluded

tha~

there '"'as a significant relationship between Salespersons' Reflective Style and
Customer Loyalty in tem1s of Attitude and Behavior. The reflective style of
salespersons showed significant influence in obtaining loyalty from customers both at
the attitudinal and behavioral dimensions. This has great implications in the way
salespersons are oriented and trained on the job.
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4.2.2 The relationship of Service Quality and Customer Loyalty
Hypothesis 2 : There are significant relationships between Service Quality in
terms of Reliability, Responsiveness, Empathy, Assurance, and Customer Loyalty in
tertn{' of Attitude and Behavior. (Research Question : 6)
To test the relationship between variables, the Bivariate Correlation test
(Pearson Correlation) was used. And the correlation results acquiring from the test
were interpreted according to Con-elation Coefficient Range again. As the
significance level of this study was set at 0.05, the null hypothesis would be rejected
when Sig. (2-tailed) or p-value was less than a.
H 0 2:

There is no significant relationship between Service Quality and
Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.

lf,,2:

There is a significant relationship between Service Quality and
Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.

-

Table 4.27 Conelation between Service Quality Determinant and Customer Loyalty

Service Quality
Sig. (2-tailed)

Behavior
Sig. (2-tailed)

.000
.538
.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

Table 4.27 showed the overall con-elation coefficient between Service Quality
Determinant and Customer Loyalty was 0.596, and its p-value was 0.000, which was
less than the level of significance of 0.05. Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected.
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This implied that there was a significant relationship between overall Service Quality
Dete1111inant and overall customer loyalty at the strong positive correlation.

The

better Service Quality Determinant provided, the higher Customer Loyalty was
occurred.
There were significant relationships between Service Quality Determinant and
Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior. Since the p-values of these
variables were equaled to 0.000, which was less than the 0.05 significance level, the
null hypothesis was rejected. And the correlation coefficient between Service Quality
Determinant and Customer Loyalty in tem1s of Attitude and Behavior exhibited the
value between 0.538-0.601, which were in the strong positive correlation. It meant
that the better of each Service Quality Detem1inant provided; the higher Attitude and
Behavio!· loyalty were also likely to occur.
To look deeper in the relationship between each Service Quality Dimension
and Customer Loyalty, the researcher can set the sub-hypothesis for testing as the
following:

Sub-Hvpothesis l
Ho:

There is no significant relationship between Reliability and Customer
Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.

Ha:

There is a significant relationship between Reliability and Customer
Loyalty in tenns of Attitude and Behavior.

On Table 4.28, the result from testing of sub-hypothesis 1 is shown that the
overall customer loyalty value of Pearson correlations is equaled to 0.545, which
meant strong positive con-elation. It's statisti.cally significant at 95% confidence level
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(alpha value is 0.05). The Significant value (2-tailed) was 0.000 that less than 0.05.
So, the null hypothesis was rejected, which meant that there was a relationship
between Reliability and Customer Loyalty.

'
Table 4.28 Coffelation between Reliability and Customer Loyalty

Reliability
Sig. (2-tailed)

.000
.476
.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

Also, the result also indicated that there was significant correlation between
Reliability and Attitude Loyalty, as well as there was significant correlation between
Reliability and Behavior Loyalty, because the significant value was 0.000 for both
Attitude Loyalty and Behavior Loyalty, thus the null hypothesis was rejected at
significant 0.05 level.

It could be explained that Reliability had strong positive

coITelation with Attitude and moderate· positive correlation with Behavior Loyalty as
represented by Pearson Coffelation value were 0.567 and 0.4 76 respectively. Then,
significant at 95% confidence level and the significant value was less than 0.05, thus,
the null hypothesis was rejected. It could be concluded that there was a significant
relationship between Reliability and Customer Loyalty in tenns of Attitude and
Behavior.
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Sub-Hypothesis 2
Ho:

There is no significant relationship between Responsiveness and
Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.

,

Ha:

There is a significant relationship between Responsiveness and
Customer Loyalty in tenl1S of Attitude and Behavior.

Table 4.29 Correlation between Responsiveness and Customer Loyalty

Responsiveness

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000
.442
.000

oya ty
Sig. (2-tailed)

Table 4.29 showed the result from testing of sub-hypothesis 2 that the overall
customer loyalty value of Pearson correlations is equaled to 0.486, which meant
moderate positive conelation. It's statistically significant at 95% confidence level
(alpha value is 0.05). The Significant value (2-tai1ed) was 0.000 that less than 0.05.
So, the null hypothesis was rejected, which meant that there was a relationship
between Responsiveness and Customer Loyalty.
And, the result also indicated that there was significant conelation between
Responsiveness and Attit11de Loyalty, as well as there was significant correlation
between Responsiveness and Behavior Loyalty, because the significant value was
0.000 for both Attitude Loyalty and Behavior Loyalty, thus the null hypothesis was
rejected at significant 0.05 level.

It could be explained that Responsiveness had

moderate positive correlation with both Attitude and Behavior Loyalty as represented
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by Pearson Con-elation value were 0.487 and 0.442 respectively. Then, significant at
95%i confidence level and the significant value is Jess than 0.05, thus, the null

hypothesis was rejected.

It concluded that there was a significant relationship

bef\\.\_een Responsiveness and Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.

Sub-Hvpothesis 3
Ho:

There is no significant relationship between Empathy and Customer
Loyalty in tenns of Attitude and Behavior.

Ha:

There is a significant relationship between Empathy and Customer
Loyalty in te1ms of Attitude and Behavior.

Table 4.,30 C01Telation between Empathy and Customer Loyalty

Empathy
.000
.524
.000
Sig. (2-tailed)

On Table 4.30, the result from testing of sub-hypothesis 3 is shown that the
overall customer loyalty value of Pearson conelations · is equaled to 0.569, which
meant strong positive conelation. It's statistically sigi;i.ificant at 95% confidence level
(alpha value is 0.05). The Significant value (2-tailed) was 0.000 that less than 0.05.

So, the null hypothesis was rejected, which meant that there was a relationship
between Empathy and Customer Loyalty.
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And, the result also indicated that there was significant correlation between
Empathy and Attitude Loyalty, as well as there was significant correlation between
Empathy and Behavior Loyalty, because the significant value was 0.000 for both
Attit\tde and Behavior Loyalty, thus the null hypothesis was rejected at significant
0.05 level. It could be explained that Empathy had strong positive correlation with
both Attitude and Behavior Loyalty as represented by Pearson Correlation value were
0.564 and 0.524 respectively.

Then, significant at 95% confidence level and the

significant value was less than 0.05, thus, the null hypothesis was rejected.

It

concluded that there was a significant relationship between Empathy and Customer
Loyalty in t:enns of Attitude and Behavior.

Sub-Hvpothesis 4
Ho: . There is no significant relationship between Assurance and Customer
Loyalty in tenns of Attitude and Behavior.
Ha:

There is a significant relationship between Assurance and Customer
Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.

Table 4.31, the result from testing of sub-hypothesis 4 is shown that the
overall customer loyalty value of Pearson correlations is equaled to 0.567, which
meant strong positive correlation. It's statistically significant at 95% confidence level
(alpha value is 0.05). The Significant value

(2~tailed)

was 0.000 that less than 0.05.

So, the null hypothesis was rejected, which meant that there was a relationship
between Assurance and Customer Loyalty.
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Table 4.31 Co1Telation between Assurance and Customer Loyalty

Assurance

\

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000
.516
.000

Sig. (2-tailed)
oyalty
Sig. (2-tailed)

And, the result also indicated that there were significant correlation between
Assurance and Attitude Loyalty, as well as there were significant correlation between
Assurance and Behavior Loyalty, because the significant value was 0.000 for both
Attitude and Behavior Loyalty, thus the null hypothesis was rejected at significant
0.05 level. It could be explained that Assurance had strong positive correlation with
both Attitude and Behavior Loyalty as represented by Pearson Correlation value were
0.569 and 0.516 respectively. Then, significant at 95% confidence level and the
significant value is less than 0.05, thus, the null hypothesis was rejected. It could then
be concluded that there was a significant relationship between Assurance and
Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior.

4.2.3 The relationship between Type of business customers, Salesperson's

Behavior, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty

.

Hypothesis 3 : There are significant relationships between Type of Business
Customers in terms of Active and Inactive Customer to Salespersons' Behavior,
Service Quality and Customer Loyalty. (Research Question: 7)
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In this part, the Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was used to
determi ne the relationship between Demographic Profile namely gender, age,
education, region, frequency, and reason to buy, and Salespersons' Behavior, Service
QuaNty, and Customer Loyalty to prove the

3rd

hypothesis mentioned in Chapterl. In

add ition, the Schaffer Test was al so used for displ ayi ng the means to indicate the level
0

r relationship.

H.,3:

There is no significant relationship between Type of Business
Customer, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty.

Ha3:

There is a significant relationship between Type of Business Customer,
Service Quality and Customer Loyalty.

Table 4.32 Relationship between Demographic Profile, Salespersons' Behavior,
Service Quality and Customer Loyalty.

Dependent Variable
Service
Quality

Source
Sig.

.985

.183

Sig.

Sig.

2.163
.075
.394

Sig.

Sig.
II~'

Sig.

.171

Customer
Loyalty
.970
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At the Frequency factor, Table 4.32, there were three significant relationships
between Frequency (Active and Inactive Customer), Salespersons' Behavior, Service
Quality and Customer Loyalty.

As the p-values of these factors displayed were

cqua.,Jcd to 0.00, which were less than 0.05 significant level, the null hypothesis was
rcj ectccl. It meant that there was significant relationship between Type of Business
Customer, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty in te1ms of Attitude and Behavior.

Table 4.33 Relationship between Type of Business Customers, Salespersons'
Behavior, Service Quality and Customer Loyalty

Type of
Customers
lnrrctive
j

Active

Frequency

Salespersons'
Behavior Style

Service
Quality

Customer
Loyalty

0-1 time

3.3424

2.9185

2.6826

1-2 times

3.5220

3.1943

2.8108

3-4 times

3.7181

3.5855

3.3204

5-6 times

4.0672

3.7109

3.5800

Over 6 times

3.5678

3.5645

3.5180

Table 4.33 showed the results provided by Schaffer test, showing how
Frequency and Salespersons' Behavior Style, Service Quality, and Customer Loyalty
were related each other by displaying the means of Salespersons' Behavior Style,
Service Quality, and Customer Loyalty across Frequency factor.
For Salespersons' Behavior Style, the Table 4.33 showed that the respondents
purchased products at 5-6 times per month (Active customer) had the highest mean of
4.06 72. It implied that they had the highest level of agreement with the Salespersons'
Behavior Style. followed by the respondents who purchased products at 3-4 times per
month and over

(i

times per month (Active customer), had the mean of 3.7181 and
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J.56 78, respectively. And the respondents who purchased products at 1-2 times per
month (Inactive customer), agreed with the salespersons' behavior style with means

or 35220.
(Jna~ive

Whereas, the respondents purchased products at 0-1 times per month

customer) had the 10\:vcst mean, equaled to 3.3424. lt could be implied that

I nact i vc Customers agreed with the Salespersons' Behavior Style less than Active
Customer.
For Service Quality, the table also showed that the respondents purchased
products at 5-6 times per month (Active customer) had the highest mean of 3.7109. It
implied that they had the highest level of agreement with the Service Quality,
followed by the respondents who purchased products at 3-4 times per month and over

6 times per month (Active customer), bad the mean of 3.5855 and 3.5645,
respecti''.ely. And the respondents who purchased products at 1-2 times per month
(Inactive customer), agreed with the salespersons' behavior style with means of
3.1943.

Whereas, the respondents purchased products at 0-1 times per month

(Inactive customer) had the lowest mean, equaled to 2.9185. It could be implied that
lnacrive Customer agreed with the Service Quality Determinant less than Active
Customer.
And for Customer Loyalty, the table showed that the respondents purchased
products at 5-6 times per month (Active customer) had the highest mean of 3.5800. It
implied that they had the highest level of agreement with the Customer Loyalty;
fol lowed by the respondents who purchased products at over 6 times per month and 34 times per month (Active customer), had the mean of 3.5180 and 3.3204,
respectively. And the respondents who purchased products at 1-2 times per month
(ln;.1ctive customer), agreed with the salespersons' behavior style with means of
2.8 l Ok.

Whereas, the respondents purchased products at 0-1 times per month
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(imictive customer) had the lowest mean, equaled to 2.6826. It could be implied that
Inactive Customer agreed with the Customer Loyalty less than Active Customer.

!t can also be concluded that the business customers who purchased product
durir\g 5-6 times per month had appreciated more on Salespersons' Behavior than
Service Quality.

This is because of they had perceived the performance of

Salesperson had shown over time to be better at providing services even at taking
good care by salesperson during pre-sale, selling and post-sale. Then they are having
more Attitude and Behavior loyalty than the other range of frequency purchasing by
business customer.

4.2.4. \Vhich one of Salespersons' Behavior Style and Service Qualitv
Dimension has the most significant relationship to Customer Loyalty
'

Hypothesis 4 : There is any Salespersons' Behavior Style has the most
significant relationship to Customer Loyalty. (Research Question : 8)
To find out the style of Salespersons' Behavior that has the most significant
relationship with

Customer Loyalty, the Bivariate Correlation test (Pearson

Correlation) was used. And the Con-elation Coefficient results acquiring from the test
were inte1vreted according to Con-elation Coefficient Range again.

As the

significance level of this study was set at 0.05, the null hypothesis would be rejected
when Sig. (2-tailed) or p-value was less than u.

H,,4: There is no the most significant relationship between Salespersons'

Behavior Style and Customer Loyalty.

HA: There is the most significant relationship between Salespersons'

Behavior Style and Customer Loyalty.
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Table 4.34 Relationship between Salespersons' Behavior Style and Customer Loyalty

Factor
Cttstomer Loyalty

Salesperso11 's Behavior Profile:
Directive Style
Emotive Style
Supportive Style
Reflective Style

Sig.

Pearson
Correlation

(2-tailed)

.386
.420
.450
.237

.000
.000
.000
.001

Table 4 .34 displayed the result from testing of Hypothesis 4, Pearson
Correlation are shown that the relationship between Supportive Style and Customer
Loyalty is the highest one, which is 0.450, it indicated nearly strong positively or
direct relationship. The relationship between Emotive, Directive and Reflective Style
with Customer Loyalty are 0.420, 0.386 and 0.237 respectively.

Then, the

relationship between Emotive and Directive Style with Customer Loyalty are
moderate positi vely.

But, the relationship between Reflective Style and Customer

Loyalty is weak positively.
The statistically significant at 95% confidence level or alpha value is 0.05, the
significant value (2-tailed) of almost Salespersons' behaviors style are 0.00, except
Reflective Style as significant value is 0.01. It's less than 0.05, therefore, we should
r~ject

the null hypothesis, meaning that this is the most significant relationship

between Salespersons' Behavior Style and Customer Loyalty. And, we concluded

that Supportive Style is the most significant relationship to Customer Loyalty. So, if
sa lesperson perceived more reserve, unassuming, compromise, listen attentively to
customer, try to reduce conflict, and make decision in thoughtful or deliberate manner
by business customer, such emphasis in orientation and training would contribute to
the development of customer loyally.
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Hypothesis 5: There is any Service Quality Dimension has the most
significant relationship to Customer Loyalty. (Research Question : 9)
To llnd out the dimension of Service Quality whether there is a significant
rclat(onship with Customer Loyalty, the Bivariate Conelation test (Pearson
Correlation) was used. And the Correlation Coefficient results acquired from the test
were interpreted according to Correlation Coefficient Range.

As the significance

level of this study was set at 0.05, the null hypothesis would be rejected when Sig. (2tailed) or p-value was less than a.
H 0 5: There is no the most significant relationship between Service Quality
Dimension, and Customer Loyalty.

H,15: There is the most significant relationship between Service Quality
Dimensipn, and Customer Loyalty.

Table 4.35 Relationship between Service Quality Dimension and Customer Loyalty

Factor
Customer Loyalty

Service Quality Determinant:
Reliability
Responsiveness
Empathy
Assurance

Pearson
Correlation

Sig.
(2-tailed)

.545
.486
.569
.567

.000
.000
.000
.000

On Table 4.35, the results from testing of Hypothesis 5, Pearson Correlation
are shown that the relationship between Empathy and Customer Loyalty is the highest
one, which is 0.569; it indicated relatively strong positive correlation.

The

relationship between Assurance, Reliability and Responsiveness with Customer
Loyalty are 0.567, 0.545 and 0.487 respectively.

Then, the relationship between

Assurance and Reliability with Customer Loyalty are also strong positively because
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the p-va lue is really close to Empathy. But, the rel ationship between Responsiveness
ancl Customer Loyalty is only moderate positive correlation that means value is a bit
more different from the others.
'

The statistically significant at 95% confidence level or.alpha value is 0.05, the

signifi cant va lue (2-tailed) of all Service Quality Dimensions are 0.00. It's Jess than
0.05, th erefore, we should reject the null hypothesis, meaning that this is the most
signifi cant relationship between Service Quality Dimension and Customer Loyalty.
And. we concluded that Empathy is the most significant relationship to Customer
Loyalty. Thus if Service Provider perceived more giving the customer individual
attention, treats customer equally, has the customer's best interest at heart, ready to
serve without waiting to be asked and also understand what customer wants by
business, customer, such behaviors would contribute greatly to developing and
promoting customer loyalty.

-

4.2.5. Identifv level of Customer Lovalty by respondents
On the 501h question in the questimmaire, respondents were asked to evaluate
their own level of loyalty toward supplier. Out of 210 respondents, almost half of
respondents (77 respondents or 36.67%) were those business customers who rated
themselves as ''Moderately Loyalty". This was followed by 57 respondents (27.14%)
and 48 respondents (22.86%) who rated themselves as "Fairly Loyalty" and "Slightly
Loya lty, respectively.

lt 's also indicated that about 23 respondents or 10.95% of

respondents \Vere those business customers who rated themselves as "Completely
loyalty".

While only 5 respondents or 2.38% were those business customers who

rated themselves as "Not al all Loyalty", as shown in Table 4.36.
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Table 4.36: Frequency Table for Summary of Degree of Loyalty by respondents
Degree

\

Frequency

Percentage

Not at all loyalty
Slightly loyalty

5

2.38

48

22.86

Moderately loyalty

77

36.67

Fairly loyalty

57

27.14

Completely loyalty
Total

23

10.95
100.00

210

Moderately loyalty represented the degree of loyalty of all respondents as it

fell in the Neutral level on both Attitude and Behavior Loyalty.

This could be

associated with rating of Service Quality also at a moderate level compared with
Salespersons' Behavior that perfonned well. While the relationship between Service
Loyalty and Customer Loyalty was only at the fair level, the Salespersons' Behavior
was at moderately positive relationship to Customer Loyalty. Both relationships still
suggest the importance of both independent variables of Salespersons behavior and
Service Quality to Customer Loyalty.

It is a common observation that the way a

person behaves to a client 0r a customer creates an impression on that customer,
which consequently affect customer loyalty.
Table 4.37 as shown below, presented the summary of overall finding on each
Resenrch Questio11s and Hypotheses that all are Agreed and Rejected the Null
Hypotheses.

Then, there is relationship between Salespersons' Behavior and

Cus1omer Loyalty as well as between Service Quality and Customer Loyalty.
The researcher also found out the interesting issues drawn from the findings
as implications as discussed below:
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Table 4.37: Summary of Research Results

Research Hypothesis
No.#

Que.stion #

'1

-

'!

:.'•

-

4

1

-

-

6

2

7

...-~

g

4

9

.

5

f:

Data Analysis

Statistical
Analysis

I Objectives

Result
Testi.ru!:

Highest
Score

Demo graphic Pro file
Frequency
Active
Perception on Salesperson~
Frequency
Agreed
Reflective
Behavior (SB)
Perception on Service
Frequency
Agreed
Assurance
Quality (SQ)
To assess relationship
Pe3.rsons Correlation
Accept
0.440
bet·.veen SB and CL
Ha :1
Perception on Customer
Frequency
Undecided Behavior
Loy-dlty (CL)
To assess relationship
P e:irs ons Correlation
Accept
0.596
bet·.vee:n SQ and CL
Ha :2
The nwst relationship
Pearsons Correlation Accept.
Supportive
Ha ..';J.J
between SB and CL
The rnost relahonship
Pearsons Correlation
Accept
Empathy
bet.ween SQ and CL
Ha :4
To ass es s relationship
IvIP.N'OVA
Accept 5-6 times I
bet·1Neen type of business customer
month
Ha :5
tow•ard ~:B, SQ and CL

I

a) Salespersons' Behavior: Directive style of salespersons' Behavior, in some
manner, needed improvement.

There are some statements that showed "Neutral"

level on the perception of respcmdents and Customer Loyalty, which was Neutral as
well.

Because salespersons cannot control the situation by using technique of force

and salespersons tend to be diplomatic rather than be frank and determined and do not
is generally take charge of every facet of the operation. By behaving this way would
tend to make customers feel not confident in salespersons ability to assist them solve
the problems encountered in the sales process.
b) Service Quality: In all four dimensions of Service Quality, there were
items that were rated at the "undecided level" which implied low rating on the
performance of salespersons especially on the dimensions of Reliability and Empathy.
In term of Rcliohility, the rati11gs indicated that the service staff did not perform
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correctly and ·accurately on their first call and also showed inability to handle the
problem or even perfom1 service on the job as promised. In tem1 of Responsiveness,
the ratings indicated that service staff was perceived too busy to respond to the
custorner's requests. In terms of Empathy. service staff also was perceived to defer
offering services without waiting to be asked by customers because they didn't give
the customer individual attention and also did not understand what the customer
wants. While in term of Assurance, service staff seemed not having the skills to serve
customer as it lead to lost the confidence in customer.
c) Many factors could be identified that affect to the attitude and behavior of
customers to make decision to buy products or services. These included Relationship,
Trust/ Commitment, Price, Quality of product, Distribution/Transportation, Promotion
program: Customer's Incentive program and Brand Name. From the list, it is clear
that most respondents identified the human factor, i.e. the behavior of salesperson
indicating that customer loyalty has a lot to do with how salespersons conduct
themselves with clients and customer. Good behavior begets good impression and
good impression contributes cultivating relationship that builds customer loyalty.
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CHAPTERS

\

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter consists of three major sections. The first section is a summary
of findings and conclusions based on the analysis of findings in answer to the research
questions and hypotheses. The second part is composed of recommendations and the
last secti,on is suggestion for future research and study.

5.1 Summarv of features, findings and conclusion of the research

5.1.1 Su mm an' of Features of the Study

The main purpose of this research was focused on assessing the significance of
the c01Telational relationships between Salespersons' Behavior and Customer Loyalty
as well as Service Quality and Customer Loyalty of STH's business customers.
The research was also conducted to identify the level of independent variables;
namely a] Salespersons' Behavior and b] Service Quality, and dependent variable
"Customer Loyalty" of business customers. The survey questionnaire was divided
into four parts.
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Part ! : the questionnaire on demographic factors

was utilized to obtain

personal information on the subjects such as gender, age education, region, frequency
purchasing, reason to buy and factors influencing decision making.

, Part 11 : Salesperson's Behavior Profile was used to indicate the perception of
staff performance by business customers.
Part III : Service Quality Determinant was used to indicate the perception of
providing service by business customers.

Part IV : Customer loyalty was used to measure the attitude and feeling of
respondents on customer loyalty in tenns of Attitude and Behavior.
This study used the survey method and descriptive statistic analysis on the
data taken from STH Company as a case. The research instrument was questionnaires
distributed to business customers, who purchased products from STH Company since
'

year 2000, during mid July till September 2003. The first Fifty (50) questio1maires
were sent by post, another Fifty (50) questionnaires were sent with the delivery order,
and the last One hundred and ten (110) questionnaires were sent through salesperson
during the period of data collection.

A total of two hundred and ten (210)

questionnaires had been launched which were all returned at 100% retrieval rate.

5.1.2 S ummarv of the findings
Based on the research questions and hypotheses, the findings are summarized
as follO\:vs:1) \\'hat is the type of business customers? (Research Question #1)
The majority characteristic of these respondents was Active Customers,
mostly male and middle age as bet\veen 31-40 years old. Most ofrespondents worked
in the company, located in Bangkok, got at least Bachelor Degree, and in tem1s of
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perfonrimice were making purchase over 6 times per month as the reason to buy is
depended more on Salespersons' Behavior than Service Quality.
2) 'What is Salesperson's Behavior Profile? (Research Question #2)
,

Most of respondents perceived that Salesperson's Behavior style of STH

Company as mainly Reflective Style, followed by Emotive, Supportive and Directive
Styles respectively. But the respondents rate the directive style "undecided" while all
the other styles as "agreed", with the reflective style receiving the highest mean

rating.
3) '"'hat is Service Quality Determinant? (Research Question #4)
The perception of respondents on Service Quality was rated well on the
"agreed" level indicating the company provided good service on the dimension of
Assuran~e

and Responsiveness. However, respondents rated "Undecided" the

dimensions of Reliability and Empathy, indicating an average rating on these aspect
of quality service.
4) What is Customer Loyalty? (Research Question #3)
The variable on Customer Loyalty was rated by the respondents at the
average level that indicated their attitude and behavior of being loyalty to STH
Company at the medium range. Between the two sub-variables of customer loyalty,
the behavioral aspect was rated slightly higher than the attitudinal aspect.

5.1.3 Conclusion of the research

The following conclusions are arrived at based on the analysis of findings
related to the five research hypotheses to test on the correlational relationships
between Salesperson's Behavior and Service Quality as well as with Service Quality
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and Customer Loyalty. The results of the testing on hypotheses and the corresponding
conclusions are as follows:I ) On Hypothesis 1, it was found that there were significant correlational
relati(mships between Salespersons' Behavior in tem1s of Directive, Emotive,
Supportive, Reflective Style and Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior

Loyalty. Therefore it is conclusion that the way salespersons behave have a
correlational influence on customer loyal both at the attitudinal and behavioral levels.
2) On Hypothesis 4 it was found that there was the supportive style obtained
the most significant relatio1iship with customer loyalty.

All have moderate positive

relationship with customer loyalty, except the reflective style that obtained a weak
positive relationship. Therefore, based on these findings, it could be concluded that
the quiet_, unassuming manner and attentive listening behavior of the salesperson had
a positive influence on the customer loyalty to the services provided by the company.
3) On Hypothesis 2, the analysis found significant correlational relationships
between Service Quality in terms of Reliability, Responsiveness, Empathy, Assurance
and Customer Loyalty in terms of Attitude and Behavior Loyalty. It is therefore
concluded that all the dimensions of Service Quality in terms Reliability,
Responsiveness, Empathy, and Assurance had definitely impact on Customer Loyalty
both at the attitudinal and behavioral aspects.
4) On Hypothesis 5, it was found that all the dimensions Service Quality
Dimension had strong positive significant relationship to Customer Loyalty, except
only Responsiveness, which obtained only moderate positive relationship. Of the four
dimensions Empathy had the most significantly relationship with Customer Loyalty.
Therefore it can be concluded that if the service staff has the customer's best interest
at heart, with readiness to serve, treating customer equally, giving individual
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attention, and understanding what customer wants; such salesperson would be most
helpful in developing and promoting customer loyalty.
5) On Hypothesis 3, it was found that where were significant relationships
betwl(en Type of Business Customer toward Salespersons' Behavior, Service Quality
and Customer Loyalty with both Active and Inactive customers. The Active Customer
v.,1ho purchased 5-6 times per month had the most significant relationship across three
variables. This then confimied and it could be concluded that return purchases are
consequences of good service quality by salespersons.
6) Factors influence the decision-making
There were the most 10 factors identified that influence the decision-making
to buy products from vendor. Two of these variables were Salespersons' Behavior
and Service Quality were found most influential.

The rest 8 factors were

Relationship, Trust or Commitment, Price, Quality of Product, Distribution or
Transportation, Promotion, Customer's Demand and Brand Name were used also as
factors customers considered in making their purchases. Therefore, it can be
concluded that salespersons' behavior and service quality dimensions are critical
influential factors in the decision-making process of customers in buying products.
7) Identify the level of loyalty by respondents
The majority of these respondents evaluated themselves under "Moderately
Loyalty" which matched with the findings on perception of business customers in both

Attitude and Behavior Loyalty as being rated as "neutral" Therefore it can be
concluded that the respondents' assessment both by the salespersons and the business
customers was consistent.
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5.2 Recommendations

STH Company is a trading company looking for ways to maintain long-tenn

relat\onships with customers by exploring many factors for consideration.

In this

research, only two independent variables were covered namely Salespersons'
Behavior and Service Quality as measures or indicators of Customer Loyalty to the
organization. From the analysis and implications of the findings, the researcher found
interesting issues as mentioned on previous chapter and used as basis for the
following recommendations:
5.2. l) On Salespersons' Behavior: The Head Department of Sales should
conduct sessions that encourage and motivate the salespersons to be more active on
doing job, especially taking action in each step or process of buying-selling, to
include looking after shipment, resolving conflicts in handling circumstances or
problems and showing sincere to maintain relationship. Furthennore, STH Company
should put up a comment and suggestion box at each branch or service center for
customers to drop in their feedback on the performance and behavior salespersons,
which they should listen to the customer's suggestion to improve their undesirable
behavior.
5 .2.2) On Service Quality: The Service Department should provide and
conduct sessions on product training to enhance their skills of service staff and
consequently increase the confidence in customer when service staff are conversant
with the details and infom1ation on the product during providing service and visiting
by customers.

And the STH Company should also recruit more service staff to

handle job as it's not good to let anyone do job a when overloaded. Then they will
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have time to concentrate on each customer for understanding what he wants, ready to
serve and give the individual attention to customer.
5.2.3) STH Company should consider other factors that have some effect to
the

~cision-making

to buy products such as create good relationship with customer,

build trust in salesperson and company, and always offering promotion every month
to draw attention to customer.

5.3 Suggestion for future research and studv

1. The researcher as a staff of the company should consider expanding the
scope of the study to include all other factors and respondents such that the Company
would have a wider basis to improve its performance in terms of service quality and
'

therefore generate higher customer loyalty.
2. This research study only focused on a single IT organization, thus the
generalisability of the findings to other IT organizations is limited. The researcher
should seek to replicate the study on other organizations within a single industry.
3. The limitation involved in studying a single industry constrains the
generalisability of the findings as well, so the researcher should find more information
in studying on multi industry replication.
4. The researcher should study on other factors that will be affected the
attitude and Behavior loyalty such as relationship, trustworthiness, commitment,
distribution and et.c. because of the potential outcome variables of interest.
5. An additional area that merits research concerns on customer's behaviors
when their salesperson leaves the fim1 - perhaps to work for a competitor. How does
the relationship with the salespersons influence switching behavior? Study on this
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area would give a greater explanation of potential switching behavior may be caused
by commitment to the salesperson.

\ E
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POCl<Y

m-s~n'Jf1~1n'l

m m~vi STH mi~ ATH Care Service Center

QUESTIONNAIRE (bb'LI'LI'Ml'l.H113-1)

~1rrn~1i.JLLUU-rl'ilurnJ.JO~nmJ"'tl'ilmllt.s 4 ~1tJl'i1"1 ~'111i'tl1ud
Part I

Demographic Profile of Respondents (lriNh1'llil'1q!ll'flUf'l1rnJ.J)

Part II

Salesperson's Behavior

(l'ff]iiinrrn'll'tN~iXn'11'W'll1EJ)

Part Ill : Service Quality (~rum~'ll'tl'1u~mr)
Part IV : Customer Loyalty (rir:i1J.JJin~'l!'1N~nilh)

Part I : Demographic Profile of Respondents (1rinh:i'll'il'1~1flilU~1rnJ.J)

Please mark{,\) in the blankJor your answer. (LU'i'i?'\Yl1Lfl~'il·nm1EJ

(X) lw'li-cwh-l

_ ~1'1'1hJ~11fl'ElU'llil'1!PJCU)

I) Gender (vwl"I)
_Female (m1'J~)

_Male (1nu)
2) Age (i11i.J)

_Under 20 yrs ("~1n-.l1 201'.J) _20-30 yrs (20-30tl)
_41-50 yrs (41-501.l)

_31-40 yrs (3 !-4oll)

_Above50 yrs (mnn11 soll)

3) Education Level (m'i'~m~n)

_Under Vocational (JJ.3)

_Vocational(JJ.6/U.1.'ll')

_Master Degree(tl1'tytyllY1) _Others, (~'\.J'l

_Bachelor Degree( tl~t:\jt)Jll'l~)

LU'.i\>1'.i:::'l.J) .. ........... ..

4) Company Location (~~-:iu1',;'vi)
_Bangkok

(n1~i.mM)

_South (mfl'l.~)

_Central (mflm:rn)
_No1iheast

_No1ih (mrimueJ)

(mfl~:::1ueJCJfll~EMmi1e.i - ~hnu)

5) Frequency of purchasing products from company per month. (ri11J.J~1'Wm'l'~1l~'Wfi'1i;i1lb~'trW)

_0-- I times

(0-1Afo

_1 -2

_5 - 6 times

(5-6Af-:i )

_Over 6 times

times(1-2Afo

_3 -4 times (3-4Af-:i)

(mnn'l1 6Af-:i)

6) \Vhile making decision to purchase products, are you considering on Salespersons'
Be ha vi or or Service Quality? ('IJU1::~m1w1m'.i~1>1ff'U liil~eJcieJi;Ji1(0lfifl1~, rJG111~~\Jl'.iL\n\J1fl1hnfo11>1
1llhll.~flfn:tld°l~ I ..... H~t'l 2 ...... )

_1) Salesperson's Behavior OH1~fl'.i1l.J'lla~wt!nnu'IJ1ll)

_2) Service Quality (fJtllf111'l'\J\N'lJ~fll':i)
7) Reason to buy from the Company (bVlti!r.i:«"l.1rn1':l~'f:l~'Wri'1r.i1n'l.i~H''VI)

rn1~n1fl~l':il"l

ru lJ~lfVl

STH bb~~ ATH Care Service Center

Part II: Salesperson's Behavior ProfiJe ('lriNi1.:iw~~mTlJ'lJ'fl'1Y'ltl'n·rn..1'll1u)
Please indicate your feeling and perception on the Salespersons' Behavior of STH
Company in term of serving customers while pre-sales, selling and post-sales. And to
evaluate do you feel with salespersons' behavior, meaning of each alternative are as follows:-

I.
Strongly Disagree
1ifo'h.1~'l8il81 ..u.11 n

2.
Disagree
hht'.iuJlri8

3.
Neutral
nmJli11(L'iW 1)

4.

5.

Agree

Strongly Agree

L1A'Wal'lti

Degree of
feeling
8. Salesperson is motivated to initiate action, respond quickly and go
straight to the point.
-

vnl'n.:i1\J'U1iJ~UA'l1lJ~\~fli'l j-dlJ1'WmT"11'11'W, LL~Vl'1il1n1Tl71'fl1Jfo'flth'1nli1Lh LL~:; 171N

1 2

3

4

5

1 2

3 4

5

1 2 3 4

5

1

4

5

1 2 3 4

5

!JimJT:;L~'W

9. Salesperson is businesslike, task-oriented, time-disciplined, and
rapid follow up.
- wun.:i1'W'll1t.J~li1L'tl1'11'WL'fl1n1T, ~'WL"1'11'W, i'.J~<Jtil71Nvl'e"H'lrl1, LL~!: ~li11i11l.J'11'W'flth.:inli1L1'l
I 0. Salesperson desire to control situations by using technique of force.
- wiYn.:i1u'JJ1u~rli'fl.:imTmurJ>J~Cl1timm.i1Vlt.11-if ~f'ltl::1\..ln1TLUlJ'W'YHLnlJu..ir1u
11. Salesperson is frank , determined and is generally in charge of
every facet of the operation.
~

-

v•nYn..i1mnt.1~LUW"l'WLUli1Lr..Jt.11?1N1tll71N).J1, i'.im11.J~..:i1"1 m~:; ~m1l.JftJtjli1'll1l1JLt.1VJn.£'t.1vi'CltJ

12. Salesperson likes to approach customer, solicit help, enthusiastic
and attract attention to customer.
-

wun..:i1u'IJ1t1~'ll'1ltJLif1\.11f'lni-h
Fl'1lmuu\.iri..i11Xm1'1i1H.JL\.1~'1l. n5'~~1lTtJ~U
•

•

.

.

15. Salesperson is expressive and willing to spend time maintaining and
enjoying contact with customer.

wirn.rnJ'JJ1u~n~1LLMM'1l'fln u~:: l~~1"l~roi::1·ifrn•n1wmj'fmfl~l.J~unrnw ~vit~'1Y'l'tl1"1 -

16. Salesperson appears to be quiet, reserved, unassuming, and listen
attentively to customer.
-

1 2 3 4 5

vnrn.:nW'IJ1'1.J~'ll'1lU mCilfJl'ClntJ~ n A1 Lltl::V'l~'fl ~~9:;uti.:ii1tJA'l1~ ACilLt'.i'W~'ll.11.J Pl r'ltl

14. Salesperson aware and understand the needs of customer.
- w1Jn.:i1u'IJ'W~'VlT11J (fu~) Llf'l::Lif11r.i1um1uv1'1l.:Jn15''ll'tl-l~nil11

-

3

LLf'l!:L'1l1L"IL~f'lnPf1

13. Sulcsperson prefers to deal with customer and ready to share
personal point of view.
-

2

l

2 3 4

5

1 2 3 4

5

l

5

2

3 4

W1Jf1'111J'll1'i.J~~ L~t.IU'll°1~fl'1'ltJvi1Vi ' j':;lJCilT::'5'.:i, 'b.J,,,ri..:in'fl~ Lif'l!:~tJL"lYi-l'ijnA'1r:1Cil
m-s?i'mflc;l1'.i1;i m u~~Vl

STH Ltiil ~ ATH Care Service Center

17. Salesperson might compromise with customer and reduce conflict.
- 'V'lwn..:i1u'll'H.J~V'itntn).Jtl'l'::iltlr::u'El).Jnu~nf\'1 LLfl:: rilfl-ll'fl'llviLLtJ..:i
18. Salesperson is exhibited by a passive and unassertive acquiescence
in approach to customer.
- 'r'lWll\11'W'JJ1ti~'llJLL~"1\JnnJ1'El1n1'l' r;iti..:iL'iHJ 'i)filVlW Llfl:: tl'il)J '-11'1l ~1\11t1nUflnfi1
19. Salesperson completes task in a quiet manner and makes decisions
in a thoughtful and deliberate manner.

3 4 5

1

2

3 4

5

1

2

3 4

5

v

~

-

1 2

'r'l1Jli'l11J'lJ1tl~Yi1..:i11JL1XL~~"l~U~fl'l\IL'W~n'l:Hl.J::L~tltJiSt1u~'e1tl LLfl::'. [i)(i)~tJL"lili''ltJPl'l1l-JA"1~

20. Salesperson works within the area of personal discretion to ensure
that standards are met.

1 2 3 4 5

-w1rn..:i1u'lJ1rJ~Yi1..:i1i.imt11tilriri1lJ~'lll-J
'llil~lil'l''fl.J ~u,i~~Lrin::\-1 Ll~'El11XLLlJh~1-:i1i.i'l~mlil'l'ti1u
' '
M
21. Salesperson gathers all the facts and attempts to make decision free
of personal and emotional considerations.
- -w1rn'111J'll 1tl~rl1J'i''llJ-ii'al.Jfl-'1r'il LVi"l"l'°1''1~\l'-!).J l?l LL1'l::: Y'ltl1tJ1)JYi1 n1rt'i'1?1~'WL"lL(i)tJLlJ~1U'l n..:i
•
-

22. Salesperson control emotional expression and shows preference for
orderliness.
- 'l"rwn..:i1tJ'JJ1tJ~ l'l'ltJ l'llJ'El1'l'lJ ru'1hlmrn~1?1\l'il'iln LLfl:: Vi1\11u~'lt1 A'l1l.J LUlJ'l':: LiJuui'.l LLU1HL~u
23. Salesperson is usually stickler for detail, systematic, persistent, and
problem solver.
- 'r'lWn\11u'JJ1u~JJm:::~C11~lflnunt1ri:::L~t1(;). "'~nmr. i'.ll'l'l1l-JL~m-. LLfl:: LU'Wl'lhl'll'ElrnLnuClJin

1

2

3 4

5

1

2

3 4

5

1

2

3 4 5

.

Part III : Service Qualitv (P)N!l1'W'll'il\IUTn'lj')
Please indicate your feeling and perception on the level of Service Quality of STH
Company as served by Service Center (ATH Care) in term of providing after sales services to
a customer of the company. And to evaluate your feelin g while receiving services, meaning
of each level are as follows:-

(Ltl1~LL~"1'10-.ll'l'l1lJ~~n

LL'Cl::

n1'l'fU~'lJ'il.JP)rulllti'l':::IA'u'JJ'El-.l"JNll1'1'11'Un1'l'L1Xu1mnJ'El\ltJ°1~YI ~'3~"11J'ltl\11'W~UU

u'1ni1 ( AcerCare) Llli.iri'mviu1tJn1 rfu1-D

1.
Stronolv
Disaoree
b.
b

1iJ LillJ~'lEJ'ilU1\llJ11l

•

2.
Disagree
'tl-J LUlJiil'lEJ

~'1'il 1lXu1n1rn~-lnw1nt.JLLriflnA'1'lJ'il'lumYJ Ll'fl::l~'ElUiri1~"J1ii 1~n'll'il-.l~ru
"

3.
Neutral
n'l'rn~1(L'iW1 )

"

4.
Agree

'

5.
Strongly Agree

Lil'U~'ltl

L~'W~'ltJ'ilihnnn

Degree of
performance

Quality of Service (0JN1l1Vi'll'El·rn1mr~'liiffu)

24. Service staff promises to do something by a certain time, it does so.
-

wiJn.:nw~u8u1ni'l'1~~ClJ'l!1~"l::tll)u~..i1u (repair & maintenance) 'l~t1ti..iu'ElnL'l'fl1~

1

2

3

4

5

"
mlumJ LLfl ::m::Yi1111s-~-lt1ur.i'T..i

m1~nl!l·1 ~1·n:;i

m ·u~-crvi STH

t~~~

ATH Care Service Center

25. When I have a problem, Service staff will show a sincere interest in
solving it.

1 2 3 4 5

- Lri'il'ilwi'.iucu'-11Y11-i'l'ltin-i1iJP1'Wuu1-m T1'11u~vi-i m1l.!~'W1-, LL~::: 1~1r.i1wn"lmri"l'llilcum
.,

'\>

...

26. Service staff performs the service correctly and accurately at first.

.

.

- M!n-i"luPl-utl'u'Tm'l'1~1iXu1mrnth-ion~'1l'1 Ll~::: uiiwii"l~'1LL~!F'1lmLm~'l'l1J

27. Service staff handles problem & performs job as promised.
- YHJn-11U~WtJ1J°1n1s-1"1m':::~1n"l'l'~i?ln1'l'nUilC1J1'1"1 LL~::: tJlj1J1i'111Jl;)1l-J~~t1JC1!1flU~n~h

28. Service staff tells the customer exactly when the services will be
performed.

.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

- l'rwn-i1wP1iJuu1m'l'Hin'l':::-A1mrn~-iLLri~nP11n..:iL1~1~~1J.J1m1i'.lu1mrnth-iLLU'W'fl'W
~

29. Service staff gives the customer prompt and efficient service.

1 2 3 4 5

- WLln\111JPIWtJU°1n1T1~Vlfol-J~"l:::1iXu1mmri~nf\'1
LL~::: 1J°5'n1'l'~th:i~th:::~Ylfim'V'I
•
u

30. Service staff is always willing to help the customer.

.

1 2 3 4 5

.

- wwr1'11'WPl'WUu·~n1'l'1vlLL~Vl'1'1l'1lnO..:il'l'l1l-JL~l-JL"l~"l:::'li'WL"1~'1l~nri'1L~l-J'1l

31. Service staff is not too busy to respond to the customer' s requests.

.

1 2 3 4 5

- 'l'run-:i1uP1wtl'tJ1n11miK LL~V1'1'1l'1lnrJ1ti..:imn"lwhi~1J.J'WO~lJ'i.l'11;)'i.ltJf1'l1J.Jtlf'fl..:imn'fl'1~nP11
~

~

32. Service staff gives th e customer individual attention.

1 2 3 4 5

- '1'l1!n..:i1w~wtfu'1m11~1~f1'l1 J.J~'Wl 'l LLri~n r-11 d'.lw'l'1 tii.i fl fl~'ll n.i:::1if1J1n15'

33. Service staff treats customer is equally.

1

2

3

4

5

- 1"4tin..:i1uP1wtfu~m'l'1~m:::'l11m11iXu~n11 LL~::: VlLL~~nr1"1Ylnriu'1lu1..:iLvi1LVlmJnu
~

'\I

...

•

34. Service staff has the customer' s best interest at hea rt.

.

- l"lUn\l1'WPl'WtJU1'n1'l'1~1lX"1'}1l.J~lJ1r.i birie.J:NU'i'~Lu'll,r~ ~~M'1 LLrl:Nn Pl"I
"
"
35. Service staff understands what the customer wants and offers
services without waiting to be asked.

1 2 3 4 5
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2 3 4 5

- v-nrn..:i1w~tiuu"1n1'l'ill'l'l1J.J Lif11"l1'W~..:i~~n~1af'D-l m'l' LLft~ 1\Xu'Tm'l'L(i'itiij1iJlrnPirrH..11iX~nmJ.J

36. Service staff possesses the skills to serve customer and also instills
confidence in customer.
- l"l'!n..:i1u~1Juu'1n111~~fl'l1J.J~1mrn LL~~~1u1cv1um11lXu1'mmri~nP11 ~n~..:iu..:i"1'flti1

~J.J'Jl1u01'l1l-J Lzj'D~'W1ii LLri~n fi1 ~'}t.J
37. Customer can trust the informa tion and knowledge of products that
given by Service staff.
- \ln~h~1J.J1rn'lfl"l1w-lffl~:N uri~ m1J.JfLi'1l-ie.i~milru'Yl ~..:iw?i'..:i1iXm1ut(i'itJ'V'l'1n..:i1u~uuu1-n11

38. Service staffis consistently courteous & polite with customer.
- mrn..:i1'WP1\JfJ1J~n1)'1~11Xu"i'm5'm.i1..:iilJ.J15'tJ1Vl,
M1'
\"l LL:N::: LT'LJU¥'ilt.JrlU:Nn~htlU1'1~~1L~l.J't)
"'
~
,.
39. Service staff can answer the customer's questions as friendly and
happy to serve the customer.
- '~irn-:rnJPl'Uuu~mn11
J.J1n-i i;i'i.lu ~1mJ.J'll'1l'1~n'111'1lti1-i Li'.Jwn I;) :i- LL~:::uw~~r.i:::1iXu1m :i-:NnP!1
~·
~
'ti

Part IV: Customer Lovaltv ( A'l1J.JJi'n~'lJ'c1'1~n~h)
Please indicate how much of each of the following factors described to your attitude
and belrnvior of Customer Loyalty toward STH Company. Meaning of each level are as
follows:-

m'J?imn ~Tn;i

m u~l:i-'vi STH LL~~ ATH Care Service Center

St. Gabriefs Library~ Au
~111':\ ~ m~ iJJAJllJr.i'ln4"u5'j:::V1i10'l"l f)i:l n'i'il-J'l"IUflvl U'lll t1,

(:)rum'l"l m5u"jm5

LL~t ~11l-J.f1n~'ll t.JJ i:i nfi1

(Ltb'i?I LL~V1'ln'lm1JJ~(iJ~r1\JA ~ Lb~:; 'r"l~Wim~l-1m1JJ~t1~vi6.rln~'ll'eNf7ru~nvi·mJ"i',;'Y11uLLvi'l'l::ilr.i~u~n-'41'JCi'l 'l1?1u
A'J1JJVl JJ1EJ~1nVIfl'11 l-J'll'Cl-l LLili'fl:;~:;~u Cl n'ii'1-l 0-l ~-l ili'Cl

•

2.
Disagree

1.
Strongly Disagree
l~J bi1utfr'Jt1'Cl81-1 i.nn

•

tud)

3.
Neutral

liJ1ii'l.JJf1u

4.
Agree

nnJJl'i11(b'llEl1)

5.
Strongly Agree
Li1'W~'ltJ'EIU1-1JJ1n

Lii'WJ\'1t1

Degree of

Loyalty ( A'J1JJ.rln~)

loyalty

40. I intend to continue to be customer and do more business.
- 'iluk11"l~"l:::d'.J'W~n
A1 ili'il hJ
•u

1 2 3 4 5

LL~!: "l!'.~1 LU'WnJ'th
nuu111'Ylm n~'W~'lEJ
'

4 l. I consider this company as my first choice when I need products.
- 'il1•"l::vh lJ' cu1u1-i1Y1dd:J'Wrii''l L~'EI n LLrn 'll'Cl'l'il'WL~t1'il'W~'El'1 m

1 2 3 4 5

J'~'El C.J~ ~.11rw'Vi

42. For me, thi~- company i~ t~1e best alternative (supplier).
- ~1t-1fu.Uu. lJ~tlWW A'il Yl1~L~'i:lnVl~'Yl'i'WI n'W~lU:;cJ9Ci1~1Wl..hl:J)
'

1

i 43. I expect to buy and stay with this company for a long period of time.
-

'i11Jf11(?)1'11\1~9:::~'tl~'Wfl1

LL\'l:;

1

2

3

4

5

1

2 3

4

5

~

d.!

i:..in~(iln1S'~'tl'JJ1tlrlU1.J1',;'YJdd'.luJ':;tJ:::L')'fl11J11JLvi1'U1\.J
~

---·-----------------------------il---+--1---1---+---I

44. I would recommend this company to others.

-

'ilur.i:;m•::iJ1u5'11'1~~1if LLriu111YJ Vl~'il 1-JMZ'l~'W 1

45. I encourage others to do business with this company.
" 'llumrum1u1'i:fu111VI

vfj-'1l 1.JAl'1fl~u 1 ~1LU'w~5'nr.i~'1l'll1~nuu1',;V1d

46. I recommend this company to someone who seeks my advice.
-

'tli•hfou:::i11u~J1Y1d1iforiu111YJ vi1'El t,iAAfl~'W 1 ~\IC11l-J"11~1Ll'W:::tl1"'11n'tlu

47. I purchase products from company as regular basis.
-

-

. . , - - - 0 - - - : - - : - - - - - , . . - - - - - --

48. I rarely take chances by buying unfamiliar supplier.

- 'iluLL'YllJ"l::hJm 11lm~L'Wnl'l';'il~'W~1"l1nr'1'l LL'Vl'W vi'1'1l

&J~1vii.J1u~tJ~tiJA'mfll'.1
"

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1 2

3

4

5

1 2 3 4 5

'ii:'u~'Cl~'WA191nu111Yl~L1-l~'Clud'.J'h!n15'~'El'JJ1t.JUJ':::~1~~1L~l-l1l

- - - - - - - - - - - , -- --

1

"- -+--+-+--+--+--t

1

2

3

4

5

1

2 3 4 5

'

49. I have purchased products from this company for many years.
- il1J1dlloff LLfl::: ~t1~wf11r.i1nu'5-i!!V1dJ-11 LU'WS':::t1:::L'li'l1Vl~1t1tl LL~'l

50) How loyal would you consider yourself as being customer? (Mark "X" the number)
- A ru"l:::'i'l"'11J>n.m:; vi'u'l!Mnn ~1uv11 r1 ru~~ ~'Clu111YJ
~

l

1w-eyTu:::~n ~1Lal LU'W'5U1'1h? (lUJ'i?ln1 nmY11-1~.rn1L~'ll)
rJ.,S

\i

I. Not at all Loyalty (blJ~f'l'l1).JJln~~'fltJ)
2. Slightly Loyalty (~m1J.J.rin~L~1:J'IL~nwm.J)
_3. lv1oderately Loyalty (~A'l1JJ.iln~'V'l'1lU~:::J.J1rw1
4. Fairly Loyalty

(~m1J.Jnn~tJtl1'1JJ1n)

5. Completely Loyalty (~A'l1i~.lln~'1ltJWnCilL"l'W)

!! ....Thank You .... !!

nl'j~mflchr:r:i

'rn

u·~tl'vi

STH

LL~t

ATH Care Service Center

Reliabilitv Test

****** Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis******
R E L I A B I L l T Y A N A L Y S I S - S C A L E (A L P H A)
CoJTe!ation Matrix
I. Directive Style

DIRECTIVE

I 0000

\/9

.7 157

1.0000

\/IO

.3404

.3745

I.0000

VI I

. 1722

.2066

.3916

N o f' Cases=

20.0

RS/

~

~

,A

Itcm Means

Mean

3.5048

3.2333

3.8286

.5952

Scale

Scale

Corrected

Mean

Variance

Item-

Squared

Alpha

ii' Item

if Item

Total

Multiple

ifltem

Deleted

Deleted

Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

DIRECTIVE

I 0.1905

4.3368

.5435

.5 183

.59 16

V<J

10.J 143

4.0252

.57 10

.5329

.5674

VJO

10.7857

4.0543

.4901

.2519

.6199

VII

10.7667

4.6486

.3264

. 1576

.7233

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Max/Min Variance

1.184 1

.0941

I tc111-total Statistics

R.:liability Cnclfo:icnts

A lpha = .6929

""()

4 items

St;111dardizcd item alpha = .6986

-

2

****** Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis******
R E L 1 A B I LIT Y A N A LY S I S - S C A LE (ALP HA)
Con-elation Matrix
2. Emotive Style

EMOTIVE

1.0000

Vl.1

.4759

1.0000

\/14

.5089

.3557

1.0000

\/15

.51 19

.4182

.3845

N ol' Cases=

I .0000

20.0

Item Means

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

Range

3.:-1679

3.73.13

3.9619

.2286

Ul612

Max/Min Variance
.0093

llem-total Statistics

Corrected

Scale

Sca!e

Mean

Variance

Item-

Squared

Alpha

ii. Item

if Item

Total

Multiple

if Item

Deleted

Deleted

Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

EMOTIVE

11.581 ()

3.3355

.6479

.4228

.6522

v 13

11.7381

3.8497

.5207

.2776

.7255

V14

11.5857

4.0620

.5215

.2895

.7239

v 15

11.5095

4.0310

.5545

.3148

.7080

Reliability Coclfo:icnts

Alpha= .760 7

4 items

Standardized item alpha= .7605

3

****** Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis******

R E L I A B I L I T Y A N A L Y S I S - S C A L E (A L P HA)
Correlation Matrix

J. Supportive Style
SUPPORTIVE

r.oooo

Vl7

.420 I

I .0000

VIX

.4982

.40 I 8

I .0000

\I I<)

504 7

.4 793

.4258

Item 1Vlcans

Mean

Minimum

J.7214

3.9762

J.4429

1.0000

Maximum
.5J33

Range
l.1549

:J

Item-tntal Statistks

S..:alc

Scale

Corrected

Mean

Variance

Item-

Squared

Alpha

i 1· 1tcm

ifltcm

Tota!

Multiple

if Item

Deleted

Deleted

Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

SUPPORTIVE

11.28 ! 0

3.5905

.6019

.3694

.6971

\I I 7

I 0.9095

4.2645

.5.152

.2961

.7309

Viii

11.4429

4.0183

.5539

.3122

. 7211

V!9

!1.02.18

4.0521

.5935

.3592

.7014

Reliability Coerficicnts

1\lph;1 cc

.

7684

4 items

Standardized item alpha"" .7695

~

4

******Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis******
R E L I A B I L I T Y A N A L Y S I S - S C A L E (A L P H A)
Correlation Matrix
4. Reflective Style
RETLECTIVE

1.0000

V2 1

.3024

1.0000

.54-15

.4819

1.0000

.4823

.3448

.5285

\ r _>'J

N ol"Cases =

R I

20.0

I!cm l'vleans

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

Range

3.9155

3.8381

4.0524

.2143

1.0558

Max/Min Variance
.0098

1tcm-total Statistics

REFLECTIVE

Scale

Scale

Mean

Variance

Item-

Squared

Alpha

if Item

if Item

Total

Multiple

ifltcm

Deleted

Deleted Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

11 .8238

3.6961

Corrected

.555 1

.3493

.7 110

V21

11.7381

4.0507

.4546

.2439

.7629

\122

I 1.6095

3.5597

.6783

.4606

.6443

V:?J

l I .814J

3.7596

.5699

.3412

. 7026

Reliability Coclfo:icnts

Alpha = .7(1.30

-I

items

Standardi zed item alpha = . 7641

5

****** Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis******
R E L I A B I L I T Y A N A L Y S I S - S C A L E (A L P H A)

Con-elation Matrix
I. Reliability
RELl 1\ Bl LITY

1.0000

V?.5

.5<l 11

I.0000

V?.(i

.W9 .'I

.571.'1

1.0000

V?.7

.5381

.6499

.6069

N ol'Cas<!s =

1.0000

20.0

l1 em Me;ms

Mean

Minimum

.1..'l<)7()

J.3286

3.4429

Maximum
. 1143

Range

Max/ Min Variance

1.0343

.0026

I1cm-1u1al Slat istics

Corrcclcd

Scale

Scale

tvlean

Variance

llem-

Squared

Alpha

if'l tcrn

iJ'llcm

Total

Multiple

ii' Item

Deleted

Deleted

Correl::i1ion

Correlation

Deleted

RELI AB ILI TY

10.1(1 19

4.7584

.66 16

.4492

.8241

V?.5

lll.1476

4.7676

.6990

.5019

.8079

V?.6

I0.?.61 <)

4.7971

.7017

.4975

.8070

V?.7

I0.?.000

4.6679

.7039

.5 141

.8057

Rd iabi li1y Co..: f'licien ts

,\ Jpha = .85 1.+

.+items

Standardized item alpha = .8517

6

****** Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis******
R E L I A B I L I T Y A N A L Y S I S - S C A L E (A L P H A)

Correlation Matrix
1. Responsiveness

RESPONSIVE

1.0000

V2<J

.6594

l .0000

\/30

4915

.6305

l .0000

VJ!

.3936

.4013

.4 73 5

N or Cases

1.000()

20.0

=

llcm Means

Mean

Minimum

3.4548

3.3238

3.5667

Maximum
.2429

Range

Max/Min Variance

!.073 !

.0100

r-

~

St.:ale

Scale

Corrected

Mean

Variance

Item-

Squared

Alpha

ii" Item

i fl tern

Total

Multiple

if Hem

Deleted

Deleted

Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

l 0.3667

4.0707

.6290

.4579

.7490

\/29

10.3429

3.9! 06

.7047

.5597

.7116

VJO

10.2524

4.1035

.6558

.4587

.7368

VJI

!0.4952

4.3756

.4944

.2602

.8144

RESPONSJ VE

Reliability CoeC1icic111s

Alpha= .K038

~

-

~

Jtcm-total Statistics

~

4 items

Standardized item alpha= .8053

~

7

****** Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis******
R E L I A B IL I TY A NA L Y S I S - S C ALE (A LP HA)

Correlation Matrix
3. Empathy
EM I' ATHY

I .0000
.4523

I .0000

v:; 4

.J 703

.607 1

1.0000

\/JS

.3745

.5828

.5851

N n r Cases =

1.0000

:w.o

Itern Means

M can

Minimum

3.4012

3.3333

J.4762

Maximum
.1429

Range

Max/ Min Variance

l.0429

.0037

-

l tcm-total Statistics

Corrected

Scale

Scale

Mean

Variance

Item-

Squared

Alpha

ii' Item

if Item

Total

Multiple

if' Item

Deleted

Deleted

Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

EMPATHY

I0.2714

5.21 J l

.4682

.2290

.8 105

VJJ

10.1857

4.2285

.6908

.4835

.705 l

V."\4

10. rn·Vi

4.6389

.6536

.4538

.7279

V.~5

I 0.2286

4.2154

.6390

.4318

.7336

Reliability Cocrticicnts

,\lpha

=

.7978

4 items

Standardized item alpha= .7970

8

****** Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used fo r this analysis**** **
R E L I A B I L I T Y A N A L Y S I S - S C A L E (A L P H A)
Correlation Matrix

4. Assurance
,\SSURA\iCE

1.0000

VJ 7

.7587

1.0000

v:;x

.5692

.684 7

1.0000

v.w

.5241

.<i304

. 7639

1.0000

RSJ -,,

2CJ.(J

N ,1f' Cases=

Item l'vlcans

Mean

Minimum

3.59 17

J.3476

3.7905

Maximum
.4429

Range

Max/Min Variance

1. 1323

.0452

-

Itcm-total St;itistics

ASSURAN CE

Scak:

Scale

l'vl ea n

Variance

Item-

Squared

Alpha

if' Item

ii' Item

Tota l

Multiple

if Item

De leted

Deleted

Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

11.01 90

5.5977

Corrected

.6910

.5808

.8707

v.n

I0.8857

5.3649

.8006

.678 7

.8284

v.rn

I0.6190

5.5288

.7733

.6535

.8395

V39

!0.5762

5.4415

.72 11

.6058

.8594

Re liabi lity Coclfo:icnts

4 items

Standardized item alpha= .8837
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******

Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis******

R E L 1 A B I L I T Y A N A L Y S I S - S C A L E (A LP H A)
Correlation Matrix

I. Attitudinal Loyalty
ATTITCDINAL 1.0000
V-11

.5-185

1.0000

V-12

.4714

.7932

I .0000

V-13

.5065

.615 1

.6388

1.0000

V-1-1

.4X76

.4990

.5096

.6273

N of Cases =

l1 e111 Means
3. IX9:'

1.0000

I

Mean
2.X476

""o

~

20.0

Minimum

Maximum

3.7048

.8571

Range

Max/Min Variance

1.30 I 0

.1080

~

I 1cm-1otal Statist ics

Scale

Scale

Corrected

Mean

Variance

Item-

Squared

Alpha

i r Item

irltem

Total

Multiple

ifltem

Dl!lctcd

Deleted Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

ATT IT UD INAL

12.2429

6.8738

.5958

.37 47

.8647

\/41

12.9571

6. 1848

.7658

.6759

.823 l

V-12

IJ. I 000

6.033()

.7-158

.6683

.8284

V-13

12.X143

6.4486

.7319

.5539

.8324

V4-I

12.6762

6.8803

.6.336

.4428

.8558

Rdia l>ility Cnctfo:icms

Alpha = .X692

5 items

S1andardizcd item alpha = .8688

~
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****** Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis******
R E L I A B I L I T Y A N AL Y S I S - S C ALE (ALP H A)

Correlation Matrix
2. Behavioral Loyalty
BEHi\ VIOR

I .0000

\i4()

.5983

l.0000

V47

,() 172

.6785

l.0000

\/48

.3871

.3298

.3364

l.0000

V49

.5286

.5062

.5524

.3370

N ol'Cascs

=

Item Means
3.3457

20. ()

Mean

1.0000

()~

~
Minimum

2.8714

,..,,

3.6000

Maximum
.7286

Range

l'vlax/Min Variance

1.2537

.0782

Itcm·!otal Statistics
Sl'.alc

Scale

Corrected

Mean

Variance

Item·

Squared

Alpha

ii' Item

if Item

Total

Multiple

i flt em

Deleted

Deleted

Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

l3EHA V!ORAL

13.3667

7.2668

.6855

.4885

.7563

V4()

13.3143

7.4893

.6739

.5235

.76!9

\147

U.2476

7.1633

.700 l

.5582

.7514

V4X

1.1.:-:57 l

7.5680

.4204

. ! 829

.8425

\!49

13 l 286

7.0312

.6061

.3837

.7786

Reliability Cnelfo:icnts

Alpha= .Xl-17

5 items

Standardized item alpha= .8261

-
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****** Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis******
R E L I A B I L I T Y A N A L Y S I S - S C ALE (A LP HA)
CoITelation Matrix
A. Total 42 Questions

Rd iahil itv Coclfo.:icnts

Alpha= .X419

42 items

S tandardized item alpha = .8971

\ E

12

Summary Alpha (Cronbach) Coefficients Table

Variable

a-Coefficient

Standardized item

I. Salespe1·sons' Behavior Style
r

Directive

0.6929

0.6986

r

Emotive

0.7607

0.7605

r

Supportive

0.7684

0.7695

r

ReOective

0.7630

0.7641

II. Service Quality
r

Reliability

0.8514

0.8517

,.

Responsive

0.8038

0.8053

r

Empathy

0.7978

0.7970

r

Assurance

0.8829

0.8837

Ill. Customer Loyalty
r

Attitude

0.8692

0.8688

,.

Behavior

0.8147

0.8261

